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Introduction 
The goal of the exercises in this Workbook is to change the way you think about electronically 

stored information.  Despite its daunting complexity, all digital content—photos, music, 

documents, spreadsheets, databases, social media and communications—exist in one common 

and mind-boggling form:  More than 92% of the information in the world exists on conventional 

hard drives as an unbroken string of ones and zeroes, memorialized as impossibly tiny reversals 

of magnetic polarity.  These minute fluctuations must be read by a detector riding above the 

surface of a spinning disk on a cushion of air one-thousandth the width of a human hair in an 
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operation akin to a jet fighter flying around the world at more than 800 times the speed of 

sound, less than a millimeter above the ground…and precisely counting every blade of grass it 

passes. 

That’s astonishing, but what should astound you more is that there are no pages, paragraphs, 

spaces or markers of any kind to define the data stream.  That is, the history, knowledge and 

creativity of humankind have been reduced to two different states (on/off…one/zero) in an 

unbroken, featureless expanse.  Moreover, it’s a data stream that carries not only the 

information we store but all of the instructions needed to make sense of the data, as well.  The 

data stream holds all of the information about the data required to play it, display it, transmit it 

or otherwise put it to work.   It’s a reductive feat that’ll make your head spin…or at least make 

you want to buy a computer scientist a beer. 

These exercises are designed to get you thinking about the fantastic journey data takes from its 

simple, seamless existence as an endless stream of ones and zeroes to the seemingly-endless 

variety of documents, communications, records and formats that confound us in e-discovery. 

These exercises will help you answer such questions as: 

1. How do computers store data? 

2. What are the differences between common storage media? 

3. How do computers encode data? 

4. How do computers use binary signatures and file extensions to distinguish file types? 

5. How are foreign languages encoded differently from English? 

6. What’s the difference between system and application metadata? 

7. Where is discoverable data found in a Windows file system? 

8. Where does deleted data go, if it’s not really gone? 

9. How are deleted data recovered? 

These concerns may seem far removed from the day-to-day of e-discovery and, indeed, they 

are merely building blocks in a solid foundation for development of practical skills.   But, the 

absence of a solid foundation ultimately limits how high one can go. 
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Introduction to Data Storage Media 
 

Mankind has been storing data for thousands of years, on stone, bone, clay, wood, metal, glass, 

skin, papyrus, paper, plastic and film. In fact, people were storing data in binary formats long 

before the emergence of modern digital computers.  Records from 9th century Persia describe 

an organ playing interchangeable cylinders.  Eighteenth century textile manufacturers 

employed perforated rolls of paper to control looms, and Swiss and German music box makers 

used metal drums or platters to store tunes.  At the dawn of the Jazz Age, no self-respecting 

American family of means lacked a player piano capable (more-or-less) of reproducing the 

works of the world’s greatest pianists. 

Whether you store data as a perforation or a pin, you’re storing binary data.  That is, there are 

two data states: hole or no hole, pin or no pin.  Zeroes or ones. 

Punched Cards 

In the 1930’s, demand for electronic data storage led to the development of fast, practical and 

cost-effective binary storage 

media.  The first of these were 

punched cards, initially made in 

a variety of sizes and formats, 

but ultimately standardized by 

IBM as the 80 column, 12 row 

(7.375” by 3.25”) format (right) 

that dominated computing well 

into the 1970’s.   [From 1975-

79, the author spent many a 

IBM 5081 80 column card 
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midnight in the basement of a computer center at Rice University typing program instructions 

on these unforgiving punch cards]. 

The 1950’s saw the emergence of magnetic storage as the dominant medium for electronic 

data storage, and it remains so today.  Although optical and solid state storage are expected to 

ultimately eclipse magnetic media for local storage, magnetic storage will continue to dominate 

network and cloud storage well into the 2020s, if not beyond. 

Tape 

The earliest popular form of magnetic data 

storage was magnetic tape.  Spinning reels of 

tape were a clichéd visual metaphor for 

computing in films and television shows from 

the 1950s through 1970’s.  Though the miles of 

tape on those reels now resides in cartridges 

and cassettes, tapes remain an enduring 

medium for backup and archival of 

electronically stored information.  The LTO-5 

format introduced in 2010 natively holds 1.5 

terabytes of uncompressed data and delivers a 

transfer rate of 140 megabytes per second.  

Since most data stored on backup tape is 

compressed, the actual volume of ESI on tape 

may be 2-3 times greater than the native capacity 

of the tape. 

Magnetic tape was the earliest data storage medium for personal computers including the 

pioneering Radio Shack TRS-80 and the very first IBM personal computer, the model XT. 

While tape isn’t as fast or capacious as hard drives, it’s proven to be more durable and less 

costly for long term storage; that is, so long as the data is being stored, not restored.  

    LTO-5 Ultrium Tape       Sony AIT-3 Tape   SDLT-II Tape                     
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Chronology of Magnetic Tape Formats for Data Storage (Wikipedia) 

1951 – UNISERVO 
1952 - IBM 7 track 
1958 - TX-2 Tape System 
1962 – LINCtape 
1963 – DECtape 
1964 - 9 Track 
1964 – MagCard Selectric typewriter 
1966 - 8-Track Tape 
1972 - QIC 
1975 - KC Standard, Compact Cassette 
1976 - DC100 
1977 - Commodore Datasette 
1979 – DECtapeII 
1979 - Exatron Stringy Floppy 
1983 - ZX Microdrive 
1984 - Rotronics Wafadrive 
1984 - IBM 3480 
1984 - DLT 

1986 - SLR 
1987 - Data8 
1989 - DDS/DAT 
1992 - Ampex DST 
1994 - Mammoth 
1995 - IBM 3590 
1995 - Redwood SD-3 
1995 - Travan 
1996 - AIT 
1997 - IBM 3570 MP 
1998 - T9840 
1999 – VXA 
2000 - T9940 
2000 - LTO Ultrium 
2003 - SAIT 
2006 - T10000 
2007 - IBM 3592 
2008 - IBM TS1130 

 

Floppy Disks 

It’s rare to encounter a floppy disk today, but floppy disks played a central role in software 

distribution and data storage for personal computing for almost thirty years.  Today, the only 

place a computer user is likely to see a floppy disk is as the menu icon for storage on the menu 

bar of Microsft Office applications.  All floppy disks have a spinning, flexible plastic disk coated 

with a magnetic oxide (e.g., rust).  The disk is essentially the same composition as magnetic 

tape in disk form.  Disks are formatted (either by the user or pre-formatted by the 

manufacturer) so as to divide the disk into various concentric rings of data called tracks, with 

tracks further subdivided into tiny arcs called sectors.  Formatting enables systems to locate 

data on physical storage media much as roads and lots enable us to locate homes in a 

neighborhood.   

Though many competing floppy disk sizes and formats have been introduced since 1971, only 

five formats are likely to be encountered in e-discovery.  These are the 8”, 5.25”, 3.5 standard, 

3.5 high density and Zip formats and, of these, the 3.5HD format 1.44 megabyte capacity floppy 

is by far the most prevalent legacy floppy disk format.   
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The Zip Disk was one of several proprietary “super floppy” products that enjoyed brief success 

before the high capacity and low cost of recordable optical media (CD-R and DVD-R) and flash 

drives rendered them obsolete.    

      8", 5.25" and 3.5" Floppy Disks 

 

 

Zip Disk 

 

 

 

8" Floppy Disk in Use 
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Optical Media 

The most common forms of optical media for data storage are the CD, 

DVD and Blu-ray disks in read only, recordable or rewritable formats.   

Each typically exists as a 4.75” plastic disk with a metalized 

reflective coating and/or dye layer that can be distorted by a 

focused laser beam to induce pits and lands in the media.  These 

pits and lands, in turn, interrupt a laser reflected off the surface of 

the disk to generate the ones and zeroes of digital data storage.  

The practical difference between the three prevailing forms of 

optical media are their native data storage capacities and the 

availability of drives to read them.  

A CD (for Compact Disk) or CD-ROM (for CD Read Only Media) is read only and not recordable 

by the end user.  It’s typically fabricated in  factory to carry music or software.  A CD-R is 

recordable by the end user, but once a recording session is closed, it cannot be altered in 

normal use.  A CD-RW is a re-recordable format that can be erased and written to multple 

times.  The native data storage capacity of a standard-size CD is about 700 megabytes. 

A DVD (for Digital Versitile Disk) also comes in read only, recordable (DVD±R) and rewritable 
(DVD±RW) iterations and the most common form of the disk has a native data storage capacity 
of approximately 4.7 gigabytes.  So, one DVD holds the same amount of data as six and one-half 
CDs. 
 
By employing the narrower wavelength of a blue laser to read and write disks, a dual layer Blu-

ray disk can hold up to about 50 gigabytes of data, equalling the capacity of about ten and one-

half DVDs.  Like their predecessors, Blu-ray disks are available in recordable (BD-R) and 

rewritable (CD-RE) formats 

Hard Disk Drives 

The hard disk drive has been around for more than fifty years, but it was not until the 1980’s 

that the physical size and cost of hard drives fell sufficiently for their use to be commonplace.  

Though most attention has been paid to the amazing leaps in microprocessor technology 

described by Moore’s Law (named for Intel co-founder, Gordon Moore, and projecting that the 

number of transistors on a microprocessor doubles every two years), the strides made in hard 

drive capacity and cost are every bit as breathtaking.   

Introduced in 1956, the IBM 350 Disk Storage Unit pictured on the following page was the first 

commercial hard drive.  It was 60 inches long, 68 inches high and 29 inches deep (so it could fit 

through a door).  It held 50 magnetic disks of 50,000 sectors, each storing 100 alphanumeric 
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characters.  Thus, it held 4.4 megabytes, or 

enough for about two cellphone snapshots 

today.  It weighed a ton (literally), and users 

paid $130.00 per month to rent each 

megabyte of storage. 

 

Today, that same $130.00 buys a 3 terabyte hard drive from Walmart that stores 3 million times 

more information, weighs less than three pounds and hides behind a paperback book.    

Over time, hard drives took various shapes and sizes (or “form factors” as the standard 

dimensions of key system components are called in geek speak).   

The photo at right depicts six hard drives 

with covers removed: 8″, 5.25″, 3.5″, 

2.5″, 1.8″, and 1″ disks.  Of these, three 

form factors are still in common use: 

3.5” (desktop drive), 2.5” (laptop drive) 

and 1.8” (iPod and microsystem drive). 

Hard drives connect to computers by 

various mechanisms called “interfaces” 

that describe both how devices “talk” to 

one-another as well as the physical plugs 

and cabling required.  

 The fiver most common hard drive 

interfaces in use today are: 

IBM 350 Disk Storage Unit 
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1. PATA for Parallel Advanced Technology Attachment (sometimes called EIDE for 

Extended Integrated Drive Electronics): 

2. SATA for Serial Advanced Technology Attachment 

3. SCSI for Small Computer System Interface 

4. SAS for Serial Attached SCSI 

5. FC for Fibre Channel 

Though once dominant in personal computers, PATA drives are rarely found in machines 

manufactured after 2006.  Today, virtually all laptop and desktop computers employ SATA 

drives for local storage.  SCSI, SAS and FC drives tend to be seen exclusively in servers and other 

applications demanding high performance and reliability. 

From the user’s perspective, PATA, SATA, SCSI, SAS and FC drives are indistinguishable; 

however, from the point of view of the technician tasked to connect to and image the contents 

of the drive, the difference implicates different tools and connectors.  

The four drive interfaces divide into two employing parallel data paths (PATA and SCSI) and 

three employing serial data paths (SATA, 

SAS and FC).  Parallel ATA interfaces route 

data over multiple simultaneous channels 

necessitating 40 wires where serial ATA 

interfaces route data through a single, high- 

speed data channel requiring only 7 wires.  

Consequently, SATA cabling and connectors 

are smaller than their PATA counterparts 

(see photos, right). 

Fibre Channel employs optical fiber (the 

spelling difference is intentional) and light 

waves to carry data at impressive speeds.  

The premium hardware required by FC 

dictates that it will be found in enterprise 

computing environments, typically in 

conjunction with a high capacity/high 

demand storage device called a SAN (for 

Storage Attached Network) or a NAS (for 

Network Attached Storage). 

It’s easy to become confused between hard drive interfaces and external data transfer 

interfaces like USB or FireWire seen on external hard drives.  The drive within the external hard 
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drive housing will employ one of the interfaces described above (except FC); however, to 

facilitate external connection to a computer, a device called a bridge will convert data written 

to and from the hard drive to a form that can traverse a USB or FireWire connection.  In some 

compact, low-cost external drives, manufacturers dispense with the external bridge board 

altogether and build the USB interface right on the hard drive’s circuit board. 

RAIDs 

Whether local to a user or in the Cloud, hard drives account for nearly all the electronically 

stored information attendant to e-discovery.  In network server and Cloud applications, hard 

drives rarely work alone.  That is, hard drives are ganged together to achieve greater capacity, 

speed and reliability in so-called Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks or RAIDs.  In the SAN 

pictured at left, the 16 hard drives 

housed in trays may be accessed as 

Just a Bunch of Disks or JBOD, but it’s 

far more likely they are working 

together as a RAID  

RAIDs serve two ends: redundancy and 

performance.  The redundancy aspect 

is obvious—two drives holding 

identical data safeguard against data 

loss due to mechanical failure of either drive—but how do multiple drives improve 

performance?  The answer lies in splitting the data across more than one drive using a 

technique called striping.   

A RAID improves performance by dividing data across more than one physical drive.  The swath 

of data deposited on one drive in an array before moving to the next drive is called the "stripe."  

If you imagine the drives lined up alongside one-another, you can see why moving back-and-

forth the drives to store data might seem like painting a stripe across the drives.  By striping 

data, each drive can deliver their share of the data simultaneously, increasing the amount of 

information handed off to the computer’s microprocessor.   

But, when you stripe data across drives, Information is lost if any drive in the stripe fails. You 

gain performance, but surrender security. 

This type of RAID configuration is called a RAID 0.  It wrings maximum performance from a 

storage system; but it's risky. 

If RAID 0 is for gamblers, RAID 1 is for the risk averse.  A RAID 1 configuration duplicates 

everything from one drive to an identical twin, so that a failure of one drive won't lead to data 
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loss.  RAID 1 doesn't improve performance, and it requires twice the hardware to store the 

same information.   

Other RAID configurations strive to integrate the performance of RAID 0 and the protection of 

RAID 1. 

Thus, a "RAID 0+1" mirrors two striped drives, but demands four hard drives delivering only half 

their total storage capacity,  Safe and fast, but not cost-efficient.  The solution lies in a concept 

called parity, key to a range of other sequentially numbered RAID configurations.  Of those 

other configurations, the one most often seen is called RAID 5. 

To understand parity, consider the simple equation 5 + 2 = 7.  If you didn't know one of the 

three values in this equation, you could easily solve for the missing value, i.e., presented with "5 

+ __ = 7," you can reliably calculate the missing value is 2.  In this example, "7" is the parity 

value or checksum for "5" and "2." 

The same process is used in RAID configurations to gain increased performance by striping data 

across multiple drives while using parity values to permit the calculation of any missing values 

lost to drive failure.  In a three drive array, any one of the drives can fail, and we can use the 

remaining two to recreate the third (just as we solved for 2 in the equation above). 

In the figure at right, data is striped across three hard drives, HDA, HDB and HDC.  HDC holds 

the parity values for data stripe 1 on HDA 

and stripe 2 on HDB.  It's shown as "Parity 

(1, 2)."  The parity values for the other 

stripes are distributed on the other drives.  

Again, any one of the three drives can fail 

and all of the data is recoverable.  This 

configuration is called RAID 5 and, though it 

requires a minimum of three drives, it can be expanded to dozens or hundreds of disks. 

Flash Drives, Memory Cards and Solid State Drives 

Computer memory storage devices have no moving parts and the data resides entirely within 

the solid materials which compose the memory chips, hence the term, “solid state.” 

Historically, rewritable memory was volatile (in the sense that contents disappeared when 

power was withdrawn) and expensive.  But, beginning around 1995, a type of non-volatile 

memory called NAND flash became sufficiently affordable to be used for removable storage in 

emerging applications like digital photography.  Further leaps in the capacity and dips in the 

cost of NAND flash led to the near-eradication of film for photography and the extinction of the 
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floppy disk, replaced by simple, inexpensive and reusable USB 

storage devices called, variously, flash drives, thumb drives, pen 

drives and memory sticks or keys.  

Solid state drives in standard hard drive form factors are 

increasingly displacing platter-based hard drives.  Solid state 

drives are significantly faster, lighter and more energy efficient 

than mechanical drives, but they currently cost more per 

gigabyte than their spinning counterparts.  All signs point to 

the ultimate obsolescence of mechanical drives by solid 

state drives, and some products (notably tablets like 

the iPad and ultra-lightweight laptops like the 

MacBook Air) have eliminated hard drives 

altogether in favor of solid state storage.  

Currently, solid state drives assume the size and shape of mechanical drives to facilitate 

compatibility with existing devices.  However, the size and shape of mechanical hard drives was 

driven by the size and operation of the platter they contain.  Because solid state storage devices 

have no moving parts, they can assume virtually any shape.  It’s likely, then, that slavish 

adherence to 2.5” and 3.5” rectangular form factors will diminish in favor of shapes and sizes 

uniquely suited to the devices that employ them. 
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Exercise 1: Identifying Digital Storage Media 

 

1. Insert the letter(s) of the media described in the adjacent blank: 

A. Back Up Tape  ________ 

B. USB Thumb drive  ________ 

C. SD memory card  ________ 

D. SIM Card   ________ 

E. RAID    ________ 

 

2. Identify  three items that record data electromagnetically: ____    ____    ____    

 

3. Identify four solid state digital storage devices:  ____    ____    ____    ____ 

 

4. Identify the three items with the most meager digital information storage capacity: 

 ____    ____    ____ 
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Exercise 2: Data Mapping   
 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

1. Consider the breadth and complexity of potentially-discoverable information; 

2. Appreciate the detailed metrics attendant to building a utile data map; and 

3. Develop a data map for your (private) use in a subsequent exercise. 

All of us live in a world rich with digital data streams.  Everyone—and especially those in 

business--leave countless electronic trails behind in the form of electronically stored 

information or ESI.1  This digital detritus, such as explicit work product (e.g., letters, reports, 

memos, financial reports and marketing material), often comprises discrete productivity files2 

which, when paired with electronic communications, e.g., e-mail and other messaging, tend to 

account for the bulk of data preserved, pursued and produced in discovery. 

Back when this work product took regimented paper forms, standardized mechanisms like 

folders, drawers, cabinets and file rooms supported our ability to protect and locate needed 

information.  As this institutional organization faded or evolved with the shift to personal 

computing, networked computing and mobile devices, information that once took only one 

form—paper—exists in many forms, many iterations and many fragments across many 

repositories and media.  

The consequence of this sea change in information governance3 has been that people and 

companies generally have a poor appreciation of the nature, quantity and form of the ESI in 

                                                           
1
 As amended in 2006, Rules 26 and 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) employ the phrase 

“electronically stored information” but wisely do not define same in recognition of technology’s ability to outpace 
law.  The phrase supplants the prior use of “data compilations” and per the Rules’ Comments “includes any type of 
information that is stored electronically.”  The Guidelines For State Trial Courts Regarding Discovery of 
Electronically-Stored Information defines electronically-stored information as “any information created, stored, or 
best utilized with computer technology of any type.  It includes but is not limited to data; word-processing 
documents; spreadsheets; presentation documents; graphics; animations; images; e-mail and instant messages 
(including attachments); audio, video, and audiovisual recordings; voicemail stored on databases; networks; 
computers and computer systems; servers; archives; back-up or disaster recovery systems; discs, CD’s, diskettes, 
drives, tapes, cartridges and other storage media; printers; the Internet; personal digital assistants; handheld 
wireless devices; cellular telephones; pagers; fax machines; and voicemail systems.” 
2
 For example, .doc or .docx Word documents, .xls or .xlsx Excel spreadsheets, ,ppt or .pptx PowerPoint 

presentations; the “dotted” three- or four-letter references being the file extension for common Microsoft Office 
application files most often seen in business settings. The term “productivity files” also includes Adobe .pdf 
Portable Document Files. 
3
 The Gartner consulting firm defines Information governance as “the specification of decision rights and an 

accountability framework to encourage desirable behavior in the valuation, creation, storage, use, archival and 
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their possession, custody or control.4  A common thread in cases where courts have sanctioned 

parties or counsel for e-discovery failures has been the failure or parties or counsel to know 

what ESI they had in what forms, what custodians5 held it, where they stored it and what risks 

of alteration or disposal affected the ESI. 

Before you can preserve, review or produce ESI, you must first know what you have, where you 

have it, the forms it takes and how much of it you’ve got.  The process by which a litigant and 

counsel build an inventory of potentially relevant ESI is called data mapping.   

Scenario: 

You’ve been sued in federal court.  Your lawyer tells you the court has ordered all parties to 

preserve information, whether on paper or stored electronically.  She instructs you to create a 

list of every source “in your custody or possession or subject to your control” where you’ve 

stored information in the last four years and of every medium you’ve employed to regularly 

communicate in writing over the same time period.  She adds, “Don’t forget phones and thumb 

thingies; and be sure to include things like web stuff and mail, social networking and work-

related data because the other side can subpoena that stuff from others who hold it even if you 

don’t have access anymore.  I’m sure the other side will try to prove you missed something, so 

be thorough.” 

Your lawyer explains that "reasonably accessible" information includes any information that 

you routinely access or use, or that you could access and use without undue burden or 

expense.  She mentions disaster recovery data, legacy data and deleted data as examples of 

data that require significant cost, effort, or burden to produce.  To make your job easier, your 

lawyer supplies a spreadsheet for your use in helping construct a data map.  “Just do your 

best,” she adds, “but remember, this judge is pretty serious about e-discovery, and we don’t 

want to lose the case just because we omitted something the other side might find out about 

later.  Don’t worry about deciding what’s relevant or privileged, that’s my job; but, I need the 

information on the spreadsheet.”   

Assignment: Complete the spreadsheet (data map) as your lawyer directed.   

Please note: 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
deletion of information. It includes the processes, roles, standards and metrics that ensure the effective and 
efficient use of information in enabling an organization to achieve its goals.” 
4
 FRCP 26(a)(1)(A), and sometimes articulated as care, custody or control 

5
 Though the term “records custodian” is customarily defined as the person responsible for, or the person with 

administrative control over, granting access to an organization's documents or electronic files while protecting the 
data as defined by the organization's security policy or its standard IT practices, the term tends to be accorded a 
less precise definition in e-discovery and is best thought of as anyone with possession, custody or control of ESI, 
including a legal right or practical ability to access same.  See, e.g., In re NTL, Inc. Securities Litigation, 244 F.R.D. 
179, 195 (S.D.N.Y. 2007). 
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1. This is the scenario.  You can’t fire your lawyer or persuade her that, by your reading of 

the law, her request to you is overbroad and unduly burdensome.  Neither can you 

respond that, without knowing what the case is about, you can’t comply.  That 

uncertainty respecting relevance is not an oversight here.  The nature of the request 

closely parallels the paucity of guidance and lack of restraint commonly seen in practice. 

2. You will be bearing the cost of preservation, so consider how you might balance the 

obligation to preserve against the cost of the contemplated method.  Also, remember 

that evidence can be both inculpatory and exculpatory.  You may be barred from 

introducing information that helps you, if you fail to disclose its existence. 

3. The goal is not to intrude into your private lives.  You are mapping your own data 

because it’s easiest.  Mapping your own data doesn’t require you to reach out to others 

as a lawyer must do.  If identifying a genuine source seems too intrusive, feel free to 

change the name.  That is, if you don’t want to list that you have a Gmail account, you 

can call it something like “web mail account #1.”  If you don’t want anyone to know you 

once used MySpace or Second Life, you can call them Social Networking Sites 1 and 2.  

X-Box Live can be “Online Gaming Community.”  Again, the purpose is not to intrude 

upon private matters but to promote your learning to map data sources accurately, 

thoroughly and in ways that facilitate meeting obligations to identify, preserve, search 

and produce evidence in discovery. 

4. An Excel spreadsheet is on Blackboard for Excel users (in Assignments).  I’ve made a 

cross-platform template available online via Google Docs for those who prefer to work 

that way:  http://goo.gl/NGAii.  If you decide to use the Google Docs template, you will 

likely need to pull it into your own Google Docs account and save it out in an Excel 

format for submission. 

5. Presenting your work in Excel (or as a table in Word) makes it easier for me to return 

your work with comments and is preferred; but, you should work in the format you find 

most comfortable, and I will adapt.  If you work online, please remember to periodically 

save your work.  

6. The time required to complete the assignment will vary depending upon the number 

and variety of sources and your ability to ascertain the required metrics.  If it takes much 

more than three hours, you may be overdoing it.  If it takes much less time, chances are 

you haven’t considered all sources or garnered the requisite metrics.  You should 

consider paper documents, but focus your detailed efforts on ESI. 

7. For this exercise, you are free to seek information from any source so long as you do not 

delegate the core effort to anyone else.  That is, should you need to ask, e.g., a parent 

or spouse for information, that’s research, not cheating.  You are not expected to 

contact former employers and schools for specific metrics. 

http://goo.gl/NGAii
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8. If you have questions, please post them in the class forum.  If you don’t see an answer 

posted promptly, e-mail me to insure I know there’s a new post.  Using the forum allows 

all students access to the reply, and questions are encouraged. 

9. An example of exemplary work submitted by a prior student is furnished in 

Assignments.  Please don’t assume that the example reflects the optimum way to 

approach this exercise.  Your work should reflect your data and not regurgitate the 

example. 

10. As you work on this project, please reflect on the pervasiveness and variety of digital 

information; then, consider what might be required to data map a large corporation 

facing a class action or governmental inquiry.  Further, be sensitive to any reluctance 

you feel about sharing certain information and the thought and time required to 

marshal the data.  How might such feelings in clients and their employees impede a 

thorough and accurate data mapping effort?  What questions and strategies might 

attorneys employ to elicit information and prevent clients from falsely checking “none” 

on a questionnaire or furnishing incomplete data? 

 

 

Grading Rubric for this Exercise 

4: Thorough, thoughtful and above average in every respect 

3: Generally thorough and thoughtful without significant omission or error 

2: Satisfactory work but containing some significant omission or error 

1: Subpar work demonstrating little thought or effort. 

0: Failed to submit 
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Exercise 3: Encoding: Decimal, Binary and Hexadecimal 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

4. Understand the correspondence between binary data and hexadecimal; and 

5. Understand the correspondence between data in hex and encoded text and content. 

OUTLINE: We will examine evidence data in Text and Hex modes, noting the correspondence 

between text and its hexadecimal equivalents.  

Decimal and Binary: Base 10 and Base Two 

When we were children starting to count, we had to learn the decimal system.  We had to think 

about what numbers meant.  When our first grade selves tackled a big number like 9,465, we 

were acutely aware that each digit represented a decimal multiple.  The nine was in the 

thousands place, the four in the hundreds, the six in the tens place and so on.  We might even 

have parsed 9,465 as: (9 x 1000) + (4 x 100) + (6 x 10) + (5 x 1).   

 

But soon, it became second nature to us.  We’d unconsciously process 9,465 as nine thousand 

four hundred sixty-five.  As we matured, we learned about powers of ten and now saw 9,465 

as: (9 x 103) + (4 x 102) + (6 x 101) + (5 x 100).  This was exponential or “base ten” notation.  We 

flushed it from our adolescent brains as fast as life (and the SAT) allowed. 

 

Mankind probably uses base ten to count because we evolved with ten fingers.  But, had we 

slithered from the ooze with eight or twelve digits, we’d have gotten on splendidly using a base 

eight or base twelve number system.  It really wouldn’t matter because any number--and 

consequently any data--can be expressed in any number system.  So, it happens that computers 

use the base two or binary system, and computer programmers are partial to base sixteen or 

hexadecimal.  It’s all just counting. 

 
Bits 

Computers use binary digits in place of decimal digits. The word bit is even a shortening of the 

words "Binary digIT."  Unlike the decimal system, where any number is represented by some 

combination of ten possible digits (0-9), the bit has only two possible values: zero or one.  This 

is not as limiting as one might expect when you consider that a digital circuit—essentially an 

unfathomably complex array of switches—hasn’t got any fingers to count on, but is very good 

and very fast at being “on” or “off.” 

In the binary system, each binary digit—“bit”—holds the value of a power of two.  Therefore, a 

binary number is composed of only zeroes and ones, like this: 10101. How do you figure out 
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what the value of the binary number 10101 is? You do it in 

the same way we did it above for 9,465, but you use a base 

of 2 instead of a base of 10.  Hence:  (1 x 24) + (0 x 23) + (1 x 

22) + (0 x 21) + (1 x 20) = 16 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 1 = 21. 

 

Moving from right to left, each bit you encounter 

represents the value of increasing powers of 2, standing in 

for zero, two, four, eight, sixteen, thirty-two, sixty-four and 

so on.  That makes counting in binary pretty easy.  Starting 

at zero and going through 21, decimal and binary 

equivalents look like the table at right. 

 

Bytes 

A byte is a string of eight bits.  The biggest 

number that can be stored as one byte of 

information is 11111111, equal to 255 in the 

decimal system. The smallest number is zero 

or 00000000. Thus, there are 256 different 

numbers that can be stored as one byte of 

information.  So, what do you do if you need 

to store a number larger than 256?  Simple!  

You use a second byte.  This affords you all 

the combinations that can be achieved with 

16 bits, being the product of all the variations 

of the first byte and all of the second byte (256 x 256 or 65,536).  So, using bytes to express 

values, any number that is greater than 256 needs at least two bytes to be expressed (called a 

“word” in geek speak), and any number above 65,536 requires at least three bytes.  A value 

greater than 16,777,216 (2563, exactly the same as  224) needs four bytes (called a “long word”) 

and so on.  

Let’s try it:  Suppose we want to represent the number 51,975.  It’s 1100101100000111, viz: 

2
15

 2
14

 2
13

 2
12

 2
11

 2
10

 2
9
 2

8
  2

7
 2

6
 2

5
 2

4
 2

3
 2

2
 2

1
 2

0
 

32768 16384 8192 4096 2048 1024 512 256  128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 + 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

(32768+16384+2048+512+256) or 51,968 + (4+2+1) or 7 

 

Why is an eight-bit sequence the fundamental building block of computing?  It just sort of 

happened that way.  In this time of cheap memory, expansive storage and lightning-fast 
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processors, it’s easy to forget how scarce and costly these resources 

were at the dawn of the computing era.   Seven bits (with a leading bit 

reserved) was basically the smallest block of data that would suffice to 

represent the minimum complement of alphabetic characters, decimal 

digits, punctuation and control instructions needed by the pioneers in 

computer engineering.  It was, in another sense, about all the data early 

processors could chew on at a time, perhaps explaining the name “byte” 

(coined by IBM scientist, Dr. Werner Buchholz, in 1956).  

Topic for Discussion: Is there a simple way to tell if a number is even or 

odd in the binary system? 

The Magic Decoder Ring called ASCII 

Back in 1935, American kids who listened to the Little Orphan 

Annie radio show (and who drank lots of Ovaltine) could join the 

Radio Orphan Annie Secret Society and obtain a device with 

rotating disks that allowed them to write secret messages in 

numeric code.  

 

Similarly, computers encode words as numbers. Binary data 

stand in for the upper and lower case English alphabet, as well 

as punctuation marks, special characters and machine 

instructions (like carriage return and line feed).  The most widely deployed U.S. encoding 

mechanism is known as the ASCII code (for American Standard Code for Information 

Interchange, pronounced “ask-key”).  By limiting the ASCII character set to just 128 characters, 

any character can be expressed in just seven bits (27 or 128) and so occupies less than one byte 

in the computer's storage and memory.  In the Binary Table below, the columns reflect a binary 

(byte) value, its decimal equivalent and the corresponding ASCII text value (including some for 

machine codes and punctuation):  

 

ASCII Table 

Binary Decimal Character  Binary Decimal Character  Binary Decimal Character 

00000000 000 NUL  00101011 043 +  01010110 086 V 

00000001 001 SOH  00101100 044 ,  01010111 087 W 

00000010 002 STX  00101101 045 -  01011000 088 X 

00000011 003 ETX  00101110 046 .  01011001 089 Y 

00000100 004 EOT  00101111 047 /  01011010 090 Z 

00000101 005 ENQ  00110000 048 0  01011011 091 [ 

00000110 006 ACK  00110001 049 1  01011100 092 \ 

Werner Bucholz 
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00000111 007 BEL  00110010 050 2  01011101 093 ] 

00001000 008 BS  00110011 051 3  01011110 094 ^ 

00001001 009 HT  00110100 052 4  01011111 095 _ 

00001010 010 LF  00110101 053 5  01100000 096 ` 

00001011 011 VT  00110110 054 6  01100001 097 a 

00001100 012 FF  00110111 055 7  01100010 098 b 

00001101 013 CR  00111000 056 8  01100011 099 c 

00001110 014 SO  00111001 057 9  01100100 100 d 

00001111 015 SI  00111010 058 :  01100101 101 e 

00010000 016 DLE  00111011 059 ;  01100110 102 f 

00010001 017 DC1  00111100 060 <  01100111 103 g 

00010010 018 DC2  00111101 061 =  01101000 104 h 

00010011 019 DC3  00111110 062 >  01101001 105 i 

00010100 020 DC4  00111111 063 ?  01101010 106 j 

00010101 021 NAK  01000000 064 @  01101011 107 k 

00010110 022 SYN  01000001 065 A  01101100 108 l 

00010111 023 ETB  01000010 066 B  01101101 109 m 

00011000 024 CAN  01000011 067 C  01101110 110 n 

00011001 025 EM  01000100 068 D  01101111 111 o 

00011010 026 SUB  01000101 069 E  01110000 112 p 

00011011 027 ESC  01000110 070 F  01110001 113 q 

00011100 028 FS  01000111 071 G  01110010 114 r 

00011101 029 GS  01001000 072 H  01110011 115 s 

00011110 030 RS  01001001 073 I  01110100 116 t 

00011111 031 US  01001010 074 J  01110101 117 u 

00100000 032 SP  01001011 075 K  01110110 118 v 

00100001 033 !  01001100 076 L  01110111 119 w 

00100010 034 "  01001101 077 M  01111000 120 x 

00100011 035 #  01001110 078 N  01111001 121 y 

00100100 036 $  01001111 079 O  01111010 122 z 

00100101 037 %  01010000 080 P  01111011 123 { 

00100110 038 &  01010001 081 Q  01111100 124 | 

00100111 039 '  01010010 082 R  01111101 125 } 

00101000 040 (  01010011 083 S  01111110 126 ~ 

00101001 041 )  01010100 084 T  01111111 127 DEL 

00101010 042 *  01010101 085 U   
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So, “E-Discovery” would be written in a binary ASCII sequence as: 
0100010100101101010001000110100101110011011000110110111101110110011001010111001001111001 

 

It would be tough to remember your own name written in this manner! 

 

 Engineers later realized that the eighth bit in the byte (seen as the leading zero in the table 

above) affords another 128 characters (28 or 256), leading to various “extended” (or “high”) 

ASCII sets that include, e.g., accented characters used in foreign languages and line drawing 

characters. 

 

The emergence of different local and proprietary sets of characters mapped to the same high 

byte values prompted a need to identify these various character encodings or, as they are 

called in Windows, “code pages.”  If an application used the wrong code page, information 

would be displayed as foreign gibberish.  This is such a familiar phenomenon that it has its own 

name, mojibake (from the Japanese for “character changing”).  If you’ve ever seen a bunch of 

what look like Asian characters in an e-mail or document you know was written in English, it 

could have been mojibake. 

 

Note that we are speaking here of textual information, not typography; so don’t confuse 

character encodings with fonts.  The former tell you whether the character is an A or b, not 

whether to display the character in Arial or Baskerville.  

 

In the mid-1980s, international standards began to emerge for character encoding, ultimately 

resulting in various code sets issued by the International Standards Organization (ISO).  These 

retained the first 128 American ASCII values and assigned the upper 128 byte values to 

characters suited to various languages (e.g., Cyrillic, Greek, Arabic and Hebrew).  These various 

character sets were called ISO-8859-n, where the “n” distinguished the sets for different 

languages.  ISO-8859-1 was the set suited to Latin-derived alphabets (like English) and so the 

most familiar code page to U.S. computer users came to be called “Latin 1.” 

 

But Microsoft adopted the Windows code page before the ISO standard became final, basing its 

Latin 1 encoding on an earlier draft promulgated by the American National Standards Institute 

(ANSI).   Thus, the standard Windows Latin-1 code page, called Windows-1252 (ANSI), is mostly 

identical to ISO-8859-1, and it’s common to see the two referred to interchangeably as “Latin 

1.” 
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Unicode 

ASCII was introduced in the pre-Internet world of 1963--before the world was flat, when the 

West dominated commerce and personal computing was the stuff of science fiction.  Using a 

single byte (even with various code pages) supported only 256 characters, so remained 

unsuited to East Asian languages like Chinese, Japanese and Korean which employ thousands of 

pictograms and ideograms.   

 

Though various ad hoc approaches to foreign language encodings were developed, a universal, 

systematic encoding mechanism was needed to serve an increasingly interconnected world.  

These methods used more than one byte to represent each character.  The most widely 

adopted such system is called Unicode.  In its latest incarnation (version 6.2), Unicode 

standardizes the encoding of 100 written languages called “scripts” comprising 110,182 

characters. 

 

Unicode was designed to co-exist with the longstanding ASCII and ANSI character sets by 

emulating the ASCII character set in corresponding byte values within the more extensible 

Unicode counterpart, UTF-8.  Because of its backward compatibility and multilingual 

adaptability, UTF-8 has become a widely-used encoding standard, especially on the Internet 

and within e-mail systems. 

 

Mind the Gap! 

Now, as we talk about all these bytes and encoding standards as a precursor to hexadecimal 

notation, it will be helpful to revisit how this all fits together.  A byte is eight ones or zeroes, 

which means a byte can represent 256 different decimal numbers from 0-255.  So, two bytes 

can represent a much bigger range of decimal values (256 x 256 or 65,536).  Character 

encodings (aka “code pages”) like Latin 1 and UTF-8 are ways to map textual, graphical or 

machine instructions to numeric values (expressed as bytes), enabling machines to store and 

communicate information in human languages.  As we move forward, keep in mind that hex, 

like binary and decimal, is just another way to write numbers.  Hex is not a code page, although 

the numeric values it represents may correspond to values within code pages.  If this isn’t clear, 

please ask questions until it is. 

 

Hex 

Long sequences of ones and zeroes are very confusing for people, so hexadecimal notation 

emerged as more accessible shorthand for binary sequences.  Considering the prior discussion 

of base 10 (decimal) and base 2 (binary) notation, it might be sufficient just to say that 

hexadecimal is base 16.  In hexadecimal notation (hex for short), each digit can be any value 
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from zero to fifteen. Accordingly, four binary digits can be replaced by just one hexadecimal 

digit, and more to the point, a byte can be expressed as just two hex characters.   

The decimal system supplies only 10 symbols (0-9) to represent numbers.  Hexadecimal 

notation requires 16, leaving us without enough single character, numeric values to stand in for 

all the values in each column.  How can we cram 16 values into each column?  The solution was 

to substitute the letters A through F for the numbers 10 through 15. So, we can represent 

10110101 (the decimal number 181) as "B5" in hexadecimal notation.  Using hex, we can notate 

values from 0-255 as 00 to FF (using either lower or upper case letters; it doesn’t matter). 

It’s hard to tell if a number is decimal or hexadecimal just by looking at it: if you see "37", does 

that mean 37 ("37" in decimal) or 55 ("37" in hexadecimal)? To get around this problem, two 

common notations are used to indicate hexadecimal numbers. The first is the suffix of a lower-

case "h." The second is the prefix of "0x." So "37 in hexadecimal," "37h" and "0x37" all mean 

the same thing. 

The ASCII Code Chart at right can 

be used to express ASCII characters 

in hex.  The capital letter “G” has 

the hex value of 47 (i.e., row 4, 

column 7), so “E-Discovery” in hex 

encodes as:  

0x 45 2D 44 69 73 63 6F 76 65 72 79   

Isn’t that much easier than: 

0100010100101101010001000110100101110011011000110110111101110110011001010111001001111001? 

Exercise 3A: Notate ASCII as Hex 

Please write your surname in ASCII/hex: 

____  ____  ____   ____  ____  ____   ____  ____  ____   ____  ____  ____ 

Exercise 3B: Viewing data in Hex 

In this exercise, you will use online hex viewer tools to examine common file types in 

hexadecimal.  Remember that hexadecimal is just a method to notate numeric values.  Such 

values can be expressed in any notation, e.g., base 2 (binary) or base 10 (decimal) or using any 

other base.  It’s all just numbers that are written differently but mean the same thing.  But be 

mindful of the distinction between the notation employed to record the information (the 

“numbers”) and the encoding scheme used to express the information (e.g., ASCII, ANSI, 
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Unicode, etc.).  The notation is akin to an alphabet (e.g., Roman, Cyrillic, etc.) and the encoding 

scheme is like the language (e.g., English, French, Russian, etc.).  

In the preceding exercise, the encoding scheme was ASCII and the notation was hexadecimal.  

Put another way, ASCII supplied the translation table, and hex served to record the locations 

within that table. 

Step 1: View the File Structure of a Compressed Container (Compound) File 

Download a compressed archive called GBA.zip from http://www.craigball.com/gba.zip.   Save 

the file to your desktop or any other convenient location on your computer.   

Using your web browser, go to the Online HexDump Utility at 

http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm and click “choose File.” Using the selection box that will 

appear, navigate to the file gba.zip you just saved and select it.  Click “Open.”   Now click the blue 

“Dump” button on the Online HexDump Utility page.  You should see this: 

 

The three columns of information represent, from left to right, (A) the offset (location) of the 

hex value within the file expressed in hexadecimal, (B) the contents of the file in hexadecimal 

notation and (C) the hexadecimal content expressed as ASCII text (to the extent the hex values 

have a corresponding ASCII value). 

http://www.craigball.com/gba.zip
http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm
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Note that the first two ASCII characters in the file are PK and the first two hex values are 50 4b.   

If you check the ASCII Code Chart, you’ll see that everything matches up: 50 4B = PK.  That PK at 

the start of the file serves an important purpose.  It’s the file’s binary header signature.  In 

computing, a file’s header refers to data occurring at or near the start of the file that serves to 

identify the type of data contained in the file and may also furnish information about the file’s 

length, structure or other characteristics.  [Don’t confuse file headers with mail headers, which 

carry information on, e.g., sender, addressee(s), routing, subject, etc. for e-mail messages.]  

That PK means that the file data that follows is encoded with Zip compression.  In other words, 

as file header, PK signals to the operating system that the data will only make sense if it is 

interpreted as Zip-compressed content. 

 

Why PK?  Because the fellow who came up with the Zip compression algorithm was named Phil 

Katz! He insured his place in history by using his initials as the binary header signature for Zip 

files.  So long as it’s not already used to identify another file type, a binary header signature can 

be almost anything, and the person or entity that originates the file type gets to select its 

signature. 

 

Step 2: Unpack the Archive 

Open the zip file and extract (unzip) its contents.   

The zip file should hold the six files listed below: 

       Name              File Type   

1. GBA.doc      Word Document 

2. GBA.docx      Word Document 

3. GBA.htm      Web Page 

4. GBA.pdf      Adobe PDF 

5. GBA.rtf      Rich Text Format 

6. GBA.txt      Text 

 

Remember where you stored the extracted files. 

 

Step 3: Exploring the Contents of the Archive 

Each of these six files holds precisely the same famous text, but each in their own unique 

encoded way.  One-by-one, load each file into the Online HexDump Utility, 
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http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm, (or the hex viewer of your choice) and explore each 

file’s hex and ASCII content.  Now, please answer the following questions about the files: 

Exercise 3C: Encoding Anomalies 

1. Who is the famous author of the text? _________________________________________ 

2. As you go through each file, can you identify any date or time values (e.g., application 

metadata values like Creation Date, Last Modified Date, Date Last Printed or the like)? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Which, if any, of these files do not show the famous text as human-readable text in the 

ASCII Text column? _______________________________________________________ 

4. What are the first four hex values seen in the file GBA.doc?   ________________________ 

5. What’s surprising about the binary signature of the file GBA.txt? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

6. What’s surprising about the binary signature of the file GBA.docx? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Takeaway: The different ways in which data is encoded—and the different ways in which 

collection, processing and search tools identify the multifarious encoding schemes—lie at the 

heart of significant challenges and costly errors in e-discovery.  It’s easy to dismiss these 

fundamentals of information technology as too removed from litigation to be worth the 

effort; but, understanding encoding, binary signatures and the role they play in collection, 

indexing and search will help you understand the capabilities and limits of the tools you, your 

clients, vendors and opponents use.   

To that end, we’re just getting started. 

Status Bar Filter Pane Table Pane View Pane Tree Pane 

http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm
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Exercise 4: Encoding: Running the Bases  
 

All ESI is encoded, so success in electronic discovery often depends upon the ability to extract 

intelligible plain text content from encoded forms so as to facilitate automated search and 

technology-assisted review.  Each of the following questions is encoded in a common digital 

format.  The first is in binary (base2), the second is in hex (base16) and the third is in base64.  

Decode and answer all three questions.   

You are encouraged to use free online tools and solicit help as needed, with the proviso that 

you must be prepared to demonstrate your solutions to the problems.  The tasks should take no 

more than about 15-30 minutes. Please don’t try to decode these by hand (an electronic version 

of the text can be found at www.craigball.com/encoding.txt).  And remember: Google and 

Wikipedia are your friends! 

Question 1: Easy 

01001111011011100010000001001101011000010111001001100011011010000010000000110

00100110001001011000010000000110001001110010011011000111000001011000010000001

01000001110010011001010111001101101001011001000110010101101110011101000010000

00100110001111001011011100110010001101111011011100010000001000010001011100010

00000100101001101111011010000110111001110011011011110110111000100000011011010

11000010110111001100100011000010111010001100101011001000010000001110100011010

00011000010111010000100000011000010110110001101100001000000110001101101111011

01101011100000111010101110100011001010111001001110011001000000111000001110101

01110010011000110110100001100001011100110110010101100100001000000110001001111

00100100000011101000110100001100101001000000101010101101110011010010111010001

10010101100100001000000101001101110100011000010111010001100101011100110010000

00110011001100101011001000110010101110010011000010110110000100000011001110110

11110111011001100101011100100110111001101101011001010110111001110100001000000

11001000110111100100000011100110110111101101101011001010111010001101000011010

01011011100110011100101110001000000010000001010111011010000110000101110100001

0000001110111011000010111001100100000011010010111010000111111 

Question 2: Harder 

54 68 65 20 76 69 67 65 73 69 6d 61 6c 20 73 79 73 74 65 6d 20 77 61 73 20 6d 

65 6d 6f 72 61 62 6c 79 20 65 6d 70 6c 6f 79 65 64 20 62 79 20 61 20 55 2e 53 

2e 20 70 72 65 73 69 64 65 6e 74 20 77 68 65 6e 20 64 65 64 69 63 61 74 69 6e 

67 20 61 20 63 65 6d 65 74 65 72 79 2e 20 20 57 68 69 63 68 20 70 72 65 73 69 

64 65 6e 74 2c 20 61 6e 64 20 77 68 61 74 20 64 65 63 69 6d 61 6c 20 76 61 6c 

75 65 20 64 69 64 20 68 65 20 65 78 70 72 65 73 73 20 69 6e 20 76 69 67 65 73 

69 6d 61 6c 20 6e 6f 74 61 74 69 6f 6e 3f 20 20 48 69 6e 74 3a 20 69 6e 20 4f 

6c 64 20 4e 6f 72 73 65 2c 20 61 20 6e 6f 74 63 68 20 6f 6e 20 61 20 73 74 69 

63 6b 20 75 73 65 64 20 74 6f 20 74 61 6c 6c 79 20 76 61 6c 75 65 73 20 69 6e 

20 76 69 67 65 73 69 6d 61 6c 20 6e 6f 74 61 74 69 6f 6e 20 77 61 73 20 63 61 

6c 6c 65 64 20 61 20 22 73 6b 6f 72 2e 22 20 

http://www.craigball.com/encoding.txt
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Question 3: Hardest 

Content-Type: image/jpeg; name="No Lie.jpg" 

Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="No Lie.jpg" 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 

 

/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQEAYABgAAD/2wBDABsSFBcUERsXFhceHBsgKEIrKCUlKFE6PTBCYFVlZF9V 

XVtqeJmBanGQc1tdhbWGkJ6jq62rZ4C8ybqmx5moq6T/2wBDARweHigjKE4rK06kbl1upKSkpKSk 

pKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKSkpKT/wAARCADAAaIDASIA 

AhEBAxEB/8QAHwAAAQUBAQEBAQEAAAAAAAAAAAECAwQFBgcICQoL/8QAtRAAAgEDAwIEAwUFBAQA 

AAF9AQIDAAQRBRIhMUEGE1FhByJxFDKBkaEII0KxwRVS0fAkM2JyggkKFhcYGRolJicoKSo0NTY3 

ODk6Q0RFRkdISUpTVFVWV1hZWmNkZWZnaGlqc3R1dnd4eXqDhIWGh4iJipKTlJWWl5iZmqKjpKWm 

p6ipqrKztLW2t7i5usLDxMXGx8jJytLT1NXW19jZ2uHi4+Tl5ufo6erx8vP09fb3+Pn6/8QAHwEA 

AwEBAQEBAQEBAQAAAAAAAAECAwQFBgcICQoL/8QAtREAAgECBAQDBAcFBAQAAQJ3AAECAxEEBSEx 

BhJBUQdhcRMiMoEIFEKRobHBCSMzUvAVYnLRChYkNOEl8RcYGRomJygpKjU2Nzg5OkNERUZHSElK 

U1RVVldYWVpjZGVmZ2hpanN0dXZ3eHl6goOEhYaHiImKkpOUlZaXmJmaoqOkpaanqKmqsrO0tba3 

uLm6wsPExcbHyMnK0tPU1dbX2Nna4uPk5ebn6Onq8vP09fb3+Pn6/9oADAMBAAIRAxEAPwDpqKKK 

ACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiimu6RqWkZVUdSxwBQA6is19ag 

ZzHaRy3bj/nkvA+ppp/ti56eRZIf+2jj+lAGn0qpPqthb8S3UYI7A7j+QquNFjl5vLie6Poz4X8h 

VyCwtLbHk28aH1CjP50AVP7ajk/49rS6n9GWPC/maPteqSf6vTkj95ZR/IVp0UAZhTWpOstpF/uq 

zfzo+w6k/wDrNUI/3IgK06KAMz+ypm+/ql4f91gP6Un9jA/ev71vrLWpRQBl/wBiR/8AP3d/9/TR 

/Yqdry8B/wCutalFAGZ/ZDj7up3o+smf6Uf2dfJ/qtVl/wCBoGrTooAzPJ1hPu3dvL/vx7f5Uvn6 

vF9+0t5v+uUhX+daVFAGYdWkj/4+NNu090UOB+IqSHWtPlO37QqN3WQFcfnV+opreCcYmhSQf7Sg 

0APR0kXcjKw9Qc06s19Ds92+ASWz/wB6FytNFtqtv/qbyK5X+7OuD+YoA1KKyzq0lvxf2UsI/wCe 

ifOn5jpV22u7e7XdbzJIPY8j8KAJ6KKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooA 

KKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiikZlRSzEADqTQAtQ3N1BaR755VRfc9aoPqM96xi0yMMBwZ3+4Pp61 

La6VFHJ59yxubjvJJ2+g7UARfbb69H+gW4ijP/LafjP0WnR6NG7CS+lku5OvznCj6KK06KAGoiRo 

EjVVUdAowBTqKKACsma7vob54XktViSMzFijcKDjHXrWtVSewSe5eV2O14DCVA7E5zmgBLTUY7qT 

yxHLExXeokXG5fUVFLqggvJ4pYnEUKBt4Gck0+z0828wlluGmZU8tMqBtX+ppt3pYup5XaUqksYR 

k255HQ5oAZLq2YlMUbJIJkjdJRyA3fg1La3ryWtxNImfKdxhByQPqetRJpOIFjaVMiVZNyQqnTtg 

VZtrb7HDKATLudpMYx17UARNq1uqlsOVEavkDP3jgD60DVYcYeKZHEixlGAyC3Q9elVrLSt1hLHM 

GiaWTevOWQD7v5VK2kmSOQyXLNcO6v5uwDBXpxQBdt7lLhplQMDFIY2z3OAePzrNk1iYeYRbkBLk 

Q8jOR3xz1/8ArVesLM2iy7pjK0shkLFcc4A/pUDaUTK7C4IRp1n2behGM8/hQAf2xCYwwhmMhkMf 

lbRuyOvfH61K9+h0x72FS4CkhTwcjsarzaMsgYiUbzM0oLRhgMgAgg9elWhZr9gNoWGGUqWVQvXv 

gcUAQRasHMaG2m8xoxI2AMKPXrQ+rR+QkkcUjGSFpVBx0HrzTrTTjA5eSfzSYhF93bwKhh0YxkB7 

pnRYniVdgGFagBg1mRTG0ls5RrfzWVFyw569cYxWrHIssayJyrAEVnx6SVTa9wXP2cwZ2Y4PQ9at 

WsMsB8tn3RKiqnGDkdT/ACoAs0UUUAFUbnSLO4bzBGYZe0kR2sPyq9RQBlY1Sx6Fb+Edj8sg/oas 

WeqW10xjDGOYdYpBtYVdqteWFterieMEjo44ZfoaALNFZP8Ap+mfeLXtqO//AC0Qf1q/aXcF5F5k 

Dhh3HcfUUAT0UUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFV727isrcz 

Sk4HAA6sfQUALd3cNnCZZmwOw7k+grPW1uNVYS3uYrbqluDy3u3+FSWdlJcTi+vxmX/lnF2iH+Na 

dADY0SNAiKFUcAAcCnUUUAFFFFABVe/uhZWclwy7tgHHqScCrFRzwx3ELwyruRxgigCla6tG8cjX 

O2Hy2A3Akq2Rxg4qH+152m2JbIymZoUbzMZIGc9OlX7a0jt4ygZ5MnJMjbjTF063VwwDZExmHP8A 

ERg0AU31lxZxziKMMVYsjPzwcYGBTL3UJdsrQs0Z8qJwcg43H0xVo6Pa7AoMijayHD/eBOSD+NPb 

S7Z1KnfgoqH5uy9KAII9VdtSNq8Sou7aCzYY+4HerF5dyRXENvBEJJZAW+ZtoAFJ/Zlv9qFwd5YN 

uCliVB9cVJd2UN2UMm4Mh+VkbBHqKAM2y1O6e3ijWMTzlGkYu20BQxH50+TWZCoa3t1dfs/ntufG 

Bkgj9KsHR7Tyo418xdgIDK+Dg9Rn0qU6bbHdhSoMPkYB4C/5NAFS/ubqGze7gYbZPL2K38Oev8xV 

y8u3tbZHMYaVyqBAeNx9/SnTWcM1n9lcN5eAODzx05/ClmtIp7UW8u5kAAyTzx0OfWgCtLfXEEAM 

0MUcpYrgyZBGO2Bn9Kii1Sa4NqsNuuZ4y53Pjbg4PapxpNuAuHmDqxYPv+bkYPNPt9PgtmiMe790 

pRcnPBOaAKkWrTMqTSW6JbtKYy2/kc4zjHSrCXcs2mS3KxhG2sUGc5A6GmXWnE6c1nbBdrsdxc9M 

nORVxbdBa/Z/4Nmzj0xigDE+3XKWJLSv5ptPO3FgQDn0xVn+2StyIhFvVSqO2fmye4GOgq02l2zR 

7CHx5Pk/e/hzmnf2dB9oE6mRWGCQrkBiOhI70AV7XVXn1BrZ4ljALAbmw3Htj+VadU49Mt47oXA8 

xnBJUMxIUn0q5QAUUUUAFFFFABWdd6bmX7TZOLe57kfdf2YVo0UAUbHUPOkNtcIYbpByh6N7g9xV 

6ql/YpexjkpKnMci9VNRafeyNI1neAJdRjPtIPUUAaFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRVU38XmtHGry 

lDhigGAfTJqGS7vJGZbe2Vcd5Gzke2P60AaFFZIW53K1xdvkg5CcD9KmhM9uAPMMwK5Ac9fxoA0K 

KghukkbYwMcn91qnoAKKKKACiiigBGYIpZiAoGST2rKs0Op3X9oTA+Qhxbof1Y07V2a4lh02MkGb 

5pCOyDr+daUaLGiogAVRgAdqAHUUUUAFFFNMiK6oXUM3RSeTQA6iiigClrMhi0yZ1AJG3qMj7wql 
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Jf3iXLkOnkpcrDs28kEDv+Na8sUc0ZjlQOh6qRkGo/JtWdk2Rl9wkZeM57E/lQBX1Ge4Se1ht3VD 

MzAllzjAzVA6pctZRssgEwjd2CoDnacZOTwOK23ijd0dkBZDlSR0qF7GzKqHgi2rnbkDjJ/qaAMe 

e6uGe4laRdv2JZBERxkj/Gpn1C5icWoK+bKIzAdvAB6/lWm1jatjdbxnCbB8vRfT6U8wwCSN2RN6 

DahI5HsKAMuLULyTUCiqDEsvllcAcDvnOc+2Kdqhf+0rbnciRvJs9SOa0fslv9o+0eSnnf38c09o 

o2kWRkUuoIDEcgGgDFTVLoR72lik823eZQo/1ZHY+tK93qKrCPPj3SQvMf3fTABxWqllap5m2CMe 

YMPhfvD3pxtoTtzEp2qUHHRT2oAyE1S5VHaeSMB7dJkITO0scY96imvLyVAhm8to7tE3FQDgjPIH 

FbRs7YrtMEZGwR42/wAI7fSm/YLTy2j+zx7GILDb1I6UAZ0Go3P9qCGd0EbOUXaoIPpyDwak1R5V 

1O0EUywkpJ8zdO3ar6WVtHN5yQRrJ/eC80s9pb3ODPCkmOBuGcUAYp1e9ljiEQVX8suTgYcg47kY 

FWft11LdMBLDbrFs3JJ/Fn3q/JZWsqoslvGyx/dBX7v0pJoLNpkeZIfMUZUtjIA7/hQBQXUZm1GJ 

FcPDJI6fcwOB2PU0yDVLiSO0IeIvJFKzg4AyvTPpWklpaGQXCQxFidwcAdfXNKljaI5dLeNWOeQv 

r1oAxo9YuktbhpSGmRFZVKAYycZyDgjmtHS7m4lEq3OPlYBX4G7I6YBOKsRWVrErrHbxqrjDAL1p 

osbVQkccaRhXEgVQByO9AFqiiigAooooAKKKKACqWp2RuolkhOy5iO6J/f0+hq7RQBU028F7bbyu 

yRTtkT+6w61brKuR/Z+rR3I4huf3co9G7GtWgAooooAKKKKACqV1e/vTa2xQz4ySTwg/xqtrU84U 

xQOY0UBpWHXb7VDZ3Mqxt5lvFFEmQHLfe9MfX1oAlsbJoIyhlLgNySOpq7KHVBswqgdc4wPem2M8 

dxbCVCCW6+xqPUstHFDn5XbLe4Hb+VADIZo5ASFeQdyBwfzxSXJEiRom+PGQcqeM9CMZHBxU0Sjg 

dgKmwPQUAURFEtrHFLOWdAMSgE4wcjn2q7BcFmEcuA5GVZfuuPal2r6CqlxH5ALLnys5ZR1U/wB4 

UAadFRQSebHnILDg49aloAKKKRjtUn0GaAMzTB9o1C+vDz8/kp9FrUrO0BcaXG3d2Zj+JNaNABRS 

VG9xCkhjaRQwUuQT0Ud6AJazdRlkS+t1R2VTHISAeuF4q/HIksayIwKsMg+op1AGJo8s/wBptxJc 

SSia28xg7Zwc9qbqNzMl5OPtEscyFfs8S/dk9frWzDPFOGMTZ2sVPGORUnFAGFI90U1KdJpi8TbU 

QNkKMDJx+Jqr57I17JaXEkq7IgZWJ3BcnJzj9e1dPRxQBz6y3EsNui3jGOS62B0kJbbtORuIGfrV 

vXIwlra7pZFSOZNz7jkD1JrSjljlDeWwYKxU47EdRT6AMBLqc3oxPKbjz9og/hMXrj6c5q1rQUXd 

g7yvGgkIJBwBxWrxRxQBgRTOtiJpricmWYpky7VUAnqe1NivbiGyivmleVIpHjddxOR/Cfz710PF 

MiljmDGNgwVipx6igDn7uS7t0t0nunjDRFy5kK/OT0yAc4GOKtIbma6uC91IjQwIwCE7dxU846np 

0rVhnin3eW27YxQ8YwR1qSgDmba9uvsV2I5ZZZFRW3hy6jnBxkZBxk4rR0uWZrW5ZJhOqn9185cg 

46EkDNavAo4oAwtHubqRnZZftDeXl4mkOQ+fdQF+lMvZ7vzriTzpIGj8rEavlRk4P1roOKOKAMA3 

MkRlt5LiZlW42K7S7cDbn5mxn8qZFdTTW0PmSs263n3c9cdM10XFMMsayrEWG9gSF7kDrQBnhnTw 

4jRSeU4hXD4Jx09OaoWt3N9kecSzOttKrOfM3q6nqAcc46810VVbhLe9L2bu+UwzqpK5BzwT3FAG 

LeT3MdrbSyXTp5oaQrvKHk5ABwRwO1OnmlW6eeN5lnezVkRjyTznj1A5rfilikDCJlYI2w47Edqf 

x1oA5yO4na3xHes0bTRqGWQsy56jJUflTrea5SeL/SpXH2iSHDHIwBkfU1qR6tYySKiynLNtBMbA 

E/UjFXeKAMHR71lnlFxcPKqoWZ95KLg9wRlT7VvKQyhgcgjINI6LIjI3IIweaVQAoC9BwKAFoqtH 

f2stybdJQZRnjBxx156U+O5hlnkgRw0kWN4HbNAE1FFFAFPVrf7Vp00Y+9t3L9RyKfp1x9qsIJ+7 

oM/XvVgjII9azfD/ABZSR9o5nQfnQBp0UUUAFIeBS1DdXEVtA0szBUAoAw7oyz6n9oLFLRkAznGc 

ev51Mq2mqI8KM6LEdo2NjI+npWVIsjxLBJKqJLzGCecfT0q7aWX9lweYqia4bOXAJCigDRtVSzUw 

5Cxp93d/jSalMii3yQGaTC47jHP9KwkS91O/Ri3mxockkYUU7XJy+p29uh3eTjOPXNAHRQtyD6ip 

qoLcpHGpJxuOF96guNZktJCJ7STy84WQdDQBrU2QZQ01JkZAwPBGc1Sn1e2TcuWYK21mVcgfjQBJ 

Yv5Uic/LkwuPQj7v6HFalYdr+/a5KHKttdCD6g/4Vr20vn28cmMFhyPQ96AJaa43KV9RinUUAZ2g 

NnSoh3Usp/AmtGsvSv3F7fWZ4xJ5qf7rVqUAZmso8hgQW/mod2W2F9pxx8ucfielZqWMjiAz2sjs 

1oY8lT8r54z6cV0tFAHLy28rWcccdjIhWABSYmLb8845wvrnvVzyD/aBe4tLiZ2ZDFImRsGBnJzx 

zmtyigDASykW4jnWFxJ9qfc2D9zH8qgj0xjGga2k+a3kLjB5fPy5/pXTUUAczJaXbyxmVJtxjjEb 

iIuYyOv8Q28+tTy2MhuZLgQyGUXiFWAP3MDJ+lb9FAHMzWDLDMi2sylblm+WLcrqc7eM8j6dK2dL 

WRdMjWWLymAI2ZPA7dST+FXaKAOXh0t/IiDW0mWt33jB5bPy59/SpriK5EMqG2mkaa1jUELnBHXN 

dFRQBzz2s66skqW8khLLkupAUY5wwPT2NXtFg+zC5jMLRt5rHcRgMO2DWnRQBzqWsv23KWsyz/ay 

4mIIXy+/NP0q0uI9QDzLIki7/MbyziTPTLbufbArfooAxtSg3X7PPaTXMZjUReV/A2efp25qG5tZ 

2u5SLeY3LSKYZv4UTjgnt3+tb9FAGB9hcXfniB9/2372D/q8DP4U+CxuBeGAoRb25eSFj0JboPw5 

rcooA5iCyuVtbkeVKsvklXHlECRs9c7jk/QVZl04QzWjQ2zZ8ll3KM7ZCBgmt6igDmbeyuhaXIjS 

WOUxBWXyyoc555LHJxnt3q/o8Ijvbh47WW3haNAodSORnNa9FAHNiyaMyqbOVolui0qqv+sTnbj1 

A9K1dIikis3V0ZFMjGJG6onYVfooA5iC3uBHFGsV4ZFm3eXIuIQN2c1YEM7amsn2Z4/3jhiqHJUj 

glyef5Ct+igDmbS0u0juo4YJFLREeY6lGJz064J681oaFbtCZW2yRoQB5bRFBnuRljWtRQBz1lbX 

9vMIYxIGUyZMijyxnoQcZzmpNNt7qwvLl5oQy+Wu5o9zF256ccnrmt2igBByKWiigBCcDNZugc2c 

r9nndh9M1Z1O4FrYTS9wuB7k9KTS7c22nQRH7wXn6nmgC3RRRQAVzWpzNfpcYZR5aggMcDbnn8en 

510tcPq8Fxp9+27JjZt6HsRnpQBqiG0uriIvBKxVACu3gY6ZqSzvopbuS2IIUcFWGM/h6VjHUI5p 

PNO6GRclecrk1ZneC8s0kFyWvDjjG0/pQBtR3CG8MET528FVHAqgtjDc6rdSg8rJgjtnHNSaDcGX 

MYRY0QYwOpPqaowXZttbuU6xPMRn0PagC5cW80EmQzbn6zbc7fYDsKfLDJJaPFJOZE2kuD94ccY/ 

wrTVw60j7UQk4UDkmgDM0yGaPTGguMggHAHUCkFrPbRiO3cGIjAVVGG/3vrV6GZJJMqGA6cjGRRZ 

tiMxn/lmxUew7fpigCvAE06K4O3aoC8Zzgc/41Lpl1+/ESOGgkUtHgdD1IqtrFylqUeRd0cgKMP1 

p1hcQwRLuZFUjdGAME0AbtIeBk0gceWHJAGM5rJkkl1mQw27GOyU4klHBk9l9vegAjc32tJcWi/u 

oVMcsp6P7D1wa2KjhhjgiWKJQqKMACpKACikbO04644rJj1lna0HkgCX/WnP3Pm2j9aANeisga0V 
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eMyQny5PMIKZJwpwOKtSapbpGkmJGjZQ29V4UH1NAF2iqdrfrc3c9uI2HlEfMRweKc9/DHcLCyyA 

s2wOV+Ut6ZoAtUVQGr2xR3Al2o23Ozq2cYHqamS+iks5LlA5EYO5cYYEdRj1oAs0VkLri/uWeFwk 

kJkOASQQfT096sy6raxlMs7BlDllUkKp6E+lAF6ioLu7itIfMlJwSAABkkmoP7RR/s5QMBM5XDqQ 

eBmgC9RWc+s2/kSSRrI5jQuy7cbecYPoadHq0DwNKyyIV25Urz83TFAF+iqWp3zWUMbIm9pHCAHO 

BmhNTt2uBAS24ts3bTsLegPrQBdoqnHqVvIISu798WC8f3c5/lT7K9ivozJCr7OzMuAfpQBZoqmN 

St2uTAu8sCV3BTt3emahsNXiuQqyKySEMcYODg84PegDSoqj/atuElZxInlKGYMuDg9DQ+qwJCJW 

jmCEZJKfdGcZNAF6iqcmp28dwITvZjjJVSQuemTUMWswsJS8Uq7JfLVQuS59vyoA0qKotq1sFhKi 

RzNnaqpk8dRinW+pW9zcGGPeSCRu2/KcdeaALlFVZr+GBplfdmFBI2B2P/6qYNUtjciAeYW4yQuQ 

MjIzQBdoqmmp2z3BhDMCCQGK/KSOoBqKDVkubyKGFG2OrNuYEZx6eooA0aKoSapFFezW8isqxRh2 

kI4qa0vobsssYdXTBKuu04PQ0AWaKKqaleizgBVd80h2xIOrNQBVvSL/AFKGyXmOEiWb+i1q1T0y 

zNpATI2+eU75W9TVygAooooAKgvLOC9h8q4QOvb1H0qeigDlbzwtIiu9tNvA5CMOT+NU9Pn1CG7g 

t9pQb9uHTH4ZrtqwL4h/EUJaUlYxlVHY96AKcVxHaas00QkljdtjDHKn3qtaIjand2sxwZGIBPqD 

xWj5f2TWLp2UtG6iQIO/r+IqtbXVvc6pczKm1SFK7hz6ZoA2bfcq7WPI60zUFllgURIGIcErnGQK 

kiJI5/OhzKD8iqR7tzQBnLe3kcy+dZv6ZUZ5rQtkfdNJIApfBCjtj/P6U3feBiBDGVI4O48U6I3A 

bEqx4x1U96AMvXAs0tvGwLLuJIUgE1as9HiEaTzTSCBRuWJm4Ue5q3BaQ3Fy0siB/L+Vc9M96m1K 

wXULcQtK8S5ydnf2NAFMmXWn2puisFOCehl+ntWrHGkUaxxqFRRgAdqzU0/UIVCw6lhVGAHiBxTv 

K1lOlxbSf7yEfyoA06KzfN1hPvW9q/8AuuR/Oj7dqC/f0tz7pKpoA0qyf7GIjvVEozO2Yzj7nJP8 

zT/7XZf9Zp14v+6m7+tKuuWe4CQTQ54zJGVFAAmmGNrYrIMQwtGeOpPeqz6JM0CxeehAiCDcD8pB 

6j61tKQyhlIIPII70tAFO1tJbe7mk8xTHKFJXHIIGKrS6XNJe+eZkIEwkG4EsAP4fpWrRQBlvpJf 

TxbmRd6zGVTjjOScH86sWll5Nm8LeWGk3bjGuBzVyigDKg0uZFQSTIxS3aAYUjr0NRnRGzFh4mAi 

SOQOhOdvcc1s0UAVL+0N1a+ShQYIwHXI4qpBpMsKW+ZwzQytJyDjkYwKemtQvefZwnBcxht4yWH+ 

z1x70kGtLIymS3aNGVmV9wOdvWgBsekzKk6tcBvtKHzfl/j7Ee1RiymfUbVZASIUHmuFwj4+7j35 

qyNUYWzTzWkkabQyHIO/PQexpG1by0dZbZ1nVlURbgd27pz+dAD7jTEdleJtjecsr5JOcZ4Hp1qJ 

dKkEyqZwbZJvPVNvzbuuM+majXWHi8/7RGA/nCNIywUDgE5bpir9jeJe2wmQY5KkZzgj3HWgCjBp 

M8U0ObhDDCzsi7efmB6n8av6fbG0sorcsGMa4yO9Ytlql5IbVpJmYSyBWVodqY56N61o/wBqqLz7 

O0XJ3Y2uGPyjPIHTNABDY3EE7+XcKLd5DIUKZbJ6jPpUcelSJHbqJwpiWRdyjn5u4og1yKW2lnaL 

aka7uHBJ9sdQansNSS880bQrxYJCuHGD7igCmuiy+XMrSxgyRqmQD1Bzk59am1HS5bwkLKoUx7MM 

Cdp9RUFhqzzTs886rEQx2GMjAHo3c+tSWd9dXsl2qGNCApiDc4B7mgCUWFzFcM9vcKiSFTICmTkD 

HH1qGXR5XaQiaM/vjNGGU8Z6g1Y0u4nmadZJBNGhASULt3HuPw9a0KAM6200wzW0m6MGJXDBFwCW 

xyPyqO20qSHUftJmQLljhF2ls+vatWigDM1DTZrmaV4Z1jWaIRuGXPQ9vzqOXSJXvI5hMiBduSq4 

bjtnvWvRQBkw6N5dw5LRtESxHy/OM+9OstNuILiB5Z0eOBCiALg4PrWpRQBm3mltdXEzeaFjmjCM 

Mcgg5BFS2dnNHcPcXMqySsoQbFwABV2qN7qSQSC3gQz3TdI17e5PYUAS317FYw+ZJkknCIvVj6Cq 

1hZzPOb6+x57DCR9ol9PrS2WnuJ/td64luT0x92Meg/xrRoAKKKKACiiigAqGa6ggZVlkCs3QdzU 

1cxe3ZTWZ0nEiAphAq5JPrQBr3erQQRMVDM2OARtyfxxXLRXZbVQztnqpPv3pJFSJyywMnlDJLtl 

mJ6Z9PpWcpbcCM7s8UAdzdQ/aY45o/8AWp8y+4PUVj/ZY45WlCnynyGx1jJ6g+38qv6Jd/aLQDPz 

Lxj09RVia2DuZIjskP3gejUAZtrqBtX+z3ny4+5J2cetaaTRyLuRww9QaoXEClSs0e1fRxuT657f 

pVBtLUHdCsq56GKQEfrigDeaOZmBSVFT0Kkn+dDMxYRR/NIfyHuaxkXUg6xJcuoP9/aWA7njPHvm 

uh02IJZxOcmR0VnY9ScUAS28IgiCA5PUn1PrUtFFABRRRQAUUUUAFMkjSVCkiKysMEEZBp9FAGV9 

iu9OYtp7CWDqbeQ9P909qsWepwXTeUcwzjrFIMMP8au1WvLC2vVxPEGI6N0I+hoAs0VlCHU7D/US 

C8hH8Epw4+jd/wAakh1m2d/Kn3Ws39yYbf16UAaNFICCMg5HtS0AFFFFAFKLTkiuWljmlVWYsYs/ 

Lk9TTY9KgQQgs7LErqAcchuuav0UAZ6aTEIXieeeRGUKqs/3AOmKP7IiaJ1klleRyreazfMCOmPp 

WhRQBmjR4tjAzzGQyeYJCRuDYx6Vdt4fIhWPzHkx/E5yTUtFAGZFoscaxRtdTyQxMGWNiNuRz2FO 

i0iKKZJFmlwhcquRxu684zWjRQBmpotuPN8ySWUyJsy5GQPwq1aWv2ZGUzSzFu8hHH5VYooAz49I 

t0l3MXkjG7bE5yq564FS22m21rcyTwxhC4AwAAFx6VbooAjt4hBEIwxbHc4/pUlFFABRRRQAUUVV 

u9RtLP8A18yhuyjlj+FAFqobq6gtI/MuJVjX37/SqP2nUb3i0g+yxH/lrOPm/Bf8akttJhik8+dm 

uZ/+ekvOPoO1AEJnvtTGLVWtLc9ZXHzsPYdvrVyysILFCsS/MfvO3LMfc1aooAKKKKACiiigAooo 

oAKzdWSFlB37bgAhCOvNUdS8SxRkxWZ3HvJjIH09az7K9E4mkcHKDcWY5J+tAFK++QC1iy3l/NI3 

qfWpNGtlkZpm/hOBUkcX/ErnmYfPICSan0cBLHcfUmgBjytpd6JVz5Mn3gPX1Fb8Nws8YYYPGcj+ 

dY2qqr2LMecYIq1pZaGxhzFK4ZAcohbFAGnkn1pFsYZW3NEvuduCaWCbd0gnH+8hX+dWPPXoGTPp 

uFAFa9gS20y5FtGiExnJ6dvWpbC6gntojC4YbQB+ArD8R313HF5LSwKsnGxMlse5qh4duDBLcHkq 

se/b64IP8s0AdrRUcM8cy7o3DfzFSUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABUc8ENwmyaJJF9GGakooAyzo 

/kHdp91La/7Gd6fkaBPqtt/rraO6UfxQthvyNalFAGamuWm7ZOJbZ/7syFf16VdiuIZl3RSo49VY 

GnuiSLtdVZfRhkVRl0XT5G3CARt/ejJUj8qANCisv+yp4v8Aj21O4QekmH/nS+XrMX3ZrWYf7alT 

+lAGnRWb9q1RP9Zp6OPWOUfyNH9qTL9/TLsf7qg/1oA0qKzP7aiX79rdJ9YqP7esh94TL9YmoA06 

KzP7esP70v8A36b/AAo/t6x7GY/SJqANOisz+3Lc/chuW+kRpf7Wdvuadet/wAD+tAGlRWb9u1B/ 

9XphH/XSULSZ1qTolpCP9olj+lAGnTWZVGWYAe5rN/s/UJf9fqbKP7sSAfrSroVmTmcy3B9ZZCaA 

JJtYsITg3Cu392P5j+lR/wBo3lwP9D0+TH9+c7B+XU1dgtbe3GIYY4/91QKmoAy/sF/df8fl95a/ 
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887Ybf8Ax481ZtNNtLPmGFQ3dzyx/E1booAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigDzvUbY2d9NAeiNx 

9O36VbRDDpWB9+dgPwrQ8X2mJIrtRww2N9e39azrtv3NkAeMA/jQBo3Ee3TpEHZMVWtD/wASd9vU 

A1fmGbdx/sms/STvsZU9CaAJ1X7bpgUHDFf1q14d1HZCbWfhojjn0/8ArVn6JJ8skJ6qcioL4m01 

RZf4W5b3B4NAHQazfXlphVhikjfODk54GefwqKwn06+h4t40lxlkC4b8DUs8qy6ZHK/JhZQ34Haf 

0Jp2m2UaIpI+dGIB+nH60AVF0W1kvBciQzQ/xI7dD9f6VleYljrdwsqGOJt6YA6Ajg4rfd0guXlY 

Brab5XP9xhxzVDWtOJtmZQZPLXfG/Uhc8qfXGcigCWJ885G4D7ynqPUH0q3HqUkTqkmHB6Z4J/Gs 

OxmIitX7cwt/MfzNaFxCJ4ih4PUEdjQBuW93FccKcN3U9anrldJNzdXn2eRSDEctIOOP/r11VABR 

RRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFF 

FABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAQ3dtHd2zwSjKOMfT3rhL2Gayufs0xz5RyvuPUV6DWR4h0v7 

fbebEv7+Icf7Q9KAKkbCWEEdGFVLC2a1nljPKNyDU+k2l4LYJLbuuOmeOKum0n6+UaAOfmVtOvhK 

v+rY81PrEYmtUnTnb/I1pXmnyXELI0TexxWTGt7DC1tLZTOnIyENAFiC63aNOpPLR/8Ajy4B/Taf 

xrorcDylYfxAH9K5C2s7qS2ntxBKG4dAVIz6j+X5V0ujSTPZRxzQyxvGNp3LjNADkVRqNzEBlHjV 

3U9NxyD+YFRNO2nW81swYghvs7HkH0X6iprOOVrm6neMqHYKgI5KgYzTLyGebUrRQjGBCXY44DY4 

oA5yCOSK3uoZFIlgZZQD7HB/Q1pJdxNEjBvv9B3NXb+wlk1RJUjLRSwmOUjHHpVPw7o0sdwbm7jK 

+WcIrevrQBt6baC1gJb/AFkh3Of6VboooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiig 

AooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigD//Z 

 

Hint:  Be sure to decode only Base 64 content. Don’t cut or paste encoded content before the 
/9j or beyond the final //Z. 
 
Note also that you are converting this encoded data into a specified content-type (i.e., a JPG 
image); so, before you can view it, you must save it as a JPG with the correct file extension.  If 
one online converter doesn’t work for you, another likely will.    
 

Discussion: Look at the base64 data above.  Can you spot any combinations of letters within 

the data that form English words of three, four or even five letters?  List a few here: 

 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

 

How might this complicate electronic search? 
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UNCHECK 

Exercise 5: Encoding: File Extensions 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

1. Through experimentation, understand the function of file extensions in Windows; and 

2. Assess the utility and reliability of file extensions as a filtering tool in e-discovery. 

OUTLINE: Students using Microsoft Windows operating systems will modify file extensions for a 

known file type to determine the impact on file appearance and application association. If 

you’re using a Mac, please work along with a student using a Windows machine. 

File Extensions in Windows 

 

Step 1: Right click on an open area of your Desktop and select 

New>Text Document.  Open the document “New Text 

Document.txt” that was created and type your name.  Save the 

file. 

 

NOTE: If you cannot see the file’s extension of .txt, your computer 

may be configured to hide file extensions.  If so, select 

Start>Computer>Organize>Folder and Search Options>View and 

uncheck the folder option “hide extensions for known 

file types.”  Request help from a proctor, if needed. 

 

Step 2:  Locate the New Text Document.txt file you just created 

and, while depressing the Ctrl key, click and drag the file to 

create a duplicate of the file.  Do this four more times to create five identical copies of the file 

(Windows will change the filenames slightly to allow them to co-exist in the same folder). 

 

Step 3: Right click on any copy of New Text Document.txt 

and select Rename.  Change only the extension of the file 

from .txt to .doc.  Hit the Enter key to accept the change.  

You should get a warning message asking if you are sure 

you want to change the extension.  Select “Yes.”   

 

Step 4: Change the file extensions for each of the four other copies of the file to .zip, .xls, .ppt 

and .htm. 

 

Did you notice any change to the icons used by Windows to reflect the file type?   
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Step 5: Try to launch each of the five copies with their new extensions. 

 

What application launches for each? 

 

Step 6: Save one of the renamed files with no file extension and launch it.  What happens?  

 

Discussion questions: 

1. Under what circumstance might a file acquire a file extension other than the correct 

extension or have no file extension? 

2. How does Windows determine what application to run for each file extension? 

3. How might you determine what application is associated with an unfamiliar file 

extension? 
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Exercise 6: Encoding: Binary Signatures 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

1. Identify and parse binary file signatures and hex counterparts; and 

2. Better appreciate the role data encoding plays in computing and e-discovery. 

OUTLINE: Students will examine the binary content of multiple files of various types to 

determine consistent binary and hex file signatures suitable for filtering, processing and carving 

in e-discovery and computer forensics.  If you’re using a Mac, please work along with a student 

using a Windows machine. 

Binary and Hex File Signatures 

 

As we saw earlier, a file’s header is data at or near the start of the file that serves to identify the 

type of data contained in the file (as well as information about the file’s length, structure or 

other characteristics).  File headers play a crucial role in the recovery of deleted data and the 

identification of hidden files.  Computer forensic examiners often recover deleted files by 

scanning the recycled areas of hard drives called “unallocated clusters” for file signatures in a 

process called “data carving.” 

 

Step 1: Download the Zip file at www.craigball.com/filetypes.zip and extract its contents to 

your desktop or any other convenient location on your computer. 

 

Step 2: The extracted contents will comprise nine folders (named BMP, DOC, DWG, GIF, JPG, 

PDF, TXT, WAV and XLS), each containing samples of file types commonly processed in e-

discovery. 

Step 3: Identify file header signatures for common file types 

Using your web browser, go to the Online HexDump Utility at 

http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm and click “choose File.” Using the selection box 

that will appear, navigate to the folder just extracted called BMP (you should see seven files) 

and select the file called TOC.bmp.  Click “Open.”   Now click the blue “Dump” button on the 

Online HexDump Utility page.  You should see this: 

http://www.craigball.com/filetypes.zip
http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm
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Note the first few bytes of the file.  Load and peruse each of the remaining six bitmap files in 

BMP folder and identify text within the first few bytes of each that is common to all of the files 

in the BMP folder.  Do you see that the first two characters of all of the BMP files are BM (hex 

42 4D)?  BM is the binary signature header identifying the content of each file as a bitmap 

image.  Even if you changed the files’ extensions to something other than BMP, that header 

signature gives away its content. 

Now, use hexDump to view each of the six files in the  folder called DWG (DWG is an extension 

typically denoting AutoCAD drawing files).  Look at each of the six DWG files.  Can you identify 

a common binary header?  Note that all of the files begin “AC10” but the next two values vary 

from 15 to 18 to 24.   

Header variation may indicate file formats that have changed over time.  In the case of these 

DWG files, the headers AC1015, AC1018 and AC1024 reference AutoCAD files created using 

different releases of the AutoCAD program.  AC1015 indicates that the drawing was made using 

version 15 of AutoCAD, sold in the year 2000.  Version 18 was released in 2004 and version 24 

in 2010.  

Step 4: Identify Binary Signatures for Common File Types 

Because file headers can vary, like the DWG files above, it’s important to identify signatures 

that are common to all the files of a particular file type. 

Examine the files in the DOC, GIF, PDF, TXT, WAV and XLS folders to determine the common 

binary signature you’d use to identify each of those file types.  Now, record those signatures 
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as hexadecimal values.  Remember: you want a file signature to be as long as possible to 

assure it’s precise, but you must not include characters that are not common to all files of that 

file type.  Show your answers below: 

 

 

 

 

Discussion questions: 

1. Do all files have unique binary signatures? 

2. How do you distinguish between the various MS Office files? 

3. Do file signatures always occupy the first bytes of a file? 

4. Can a file’s binary signature be changed? 

5. Do files have footers (signatures at the end of files)? 

6. How are file signatures used by e-discovery service providers and forensic examiners? 

7. Can you find a leetspeak message (Google it) in the hex headers of Microsoft Office 

files? 

 

Common File Extensions and Associated File Types 

Extension Associated File Type 

Text Files 

 .doc Microsoft Word Document 

.docx Microsoft Word Open XML Document 

.log Log File 

.pages Pages Document 

.rtf Rich Text Format File 

.txt Plain Text File 

.wpd WordPerfect Document 

.wps Microsoft Works Word Processor Document 

 
  

File Type Binary Signature Hex Signature 

DOC   

GIF   

PDF   

TXT   

WAV   

XLS   
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Mail Files   

.dbx Outlook Express E-mail Folder 

.edb Microsoft Exchange database 

.eml Outlook Express Mail Message 

.mim Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Message File 

.msg Outlook Mail Message 

.nsf Lotus Notes container file 

.ost Microsoft Outlook synchronization file 

.pst Microsoft Outlook container file 

 
  

Data Files 

 .csv Comma Separated Values File 

.dat Data File 

.efx eFax Document 

.key Keynote Presentation 

.pps PowerPoint Slide Show 

.ppt PowerPoint Presentation 

.pptx PowerPoint Open XML Presentation 

.sdf Standard Data File 

.vcf vCard File 

.xml XML File 

  Audio Files 

 .aac Advanced Audio Coding File 

.aif Audio Interchange File Format 

.iff Interchange File Format 

.m3u Media Playlist File 

.mid MIDI File 

.mp3 MP3 Audio File 

.mpa MPEG-2 Audio File 

.ra Real Audio File 

.wav WAVE Audio File 

.wma Windows Media Audio File 

  Video Files 

 .3g2 3GPP2 Multimedia File 

.3gp 3GPP Multimedia File 

.asf Advanced Systems Format File 

.asx Microsoft ASF Redirector File 

.avi Audio Video Interleave File 

.flv Flash Video File 

.mov Apple QuickTime Movie 

.mp4 MPEG-4 Video File 
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.mpg MPEG Video File 

.rm Real Media File 

.swf Shockwave Flash Movie 

.vob DVD Video Object File 

.wmv Windows Media Video File 

  3D Image Files 

.3dm Rhino 3D Model 

.max 3ds Max Scene File 

  Raster Image Files 

.bmp Bitmap Image File 

.gif Graphical Interchange Format File 

.jpg JPEG Image File 

.png Portable Network Graphic 

.psd Adobe Photoshop Document 

.pspimage PaintShop Photo Pro Image 

.thm Thumbnail Image File 

.tif Tagged Image File 

.yuv YUV Encoded Image File 

  Vector Image Files 

.ai Adobe Illustrator File 

.drw Drawing File 

.eps Encapsulated PostScript File 

.ps PostScript File 

.svg Scalable Vector Graphics File 

  Page Layout Files 

.indd Adobe InDesign Document 

.pct Picture File 

.pdf Portable Document Format File 

.qxd QuarkXPress Document 

.qxp QuarkXPress Project File 

.rels Open Office XML Relationships File 

  Spreadsheet Files 

.wks Works Spreadsheet 

.xls Excel Spreadsheet 

.xlsx Microsoft Excel Open XML Spreadsheet 

  Database Files 
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.accdb Access 2007 Database File 

.db Database File 

.dbf Database File 

.mdb Microsoft Access Database 

.pdb Program Database 

.sql Structured Query Language Data 

  Executable Files 

.app Mac OS X Application 

.bat DOS Batch File 

.cgi Common Gateway Interface Script 

.com DOS Command File 

.exe Windows Executable File 

.gadget Windows Gadget 

.jar Java Archive File 

.pif Program Information File 

.vb VBScript File 

.wsf Windows Script File 

  Game Files 

 .gam Saved Game File 

.nes Nintendo (NES) ROM File 

.rom N64 Game ROM File 

.sav Saved Game 

  CAD Files 

 .dwg AutoCAD Drawing Database File 

.dxf Drawing Exchange Format File 

.pln ArchiCAD Project File 

  GIS Files 

 .gpx GPS Exchange File 

.kml Keyhole Markup Language File 

  Web Files 

 .asp Active Server Page 

.cer Internet Security Certificate 

.csr Certificate Signing Request File 

.css Cascading Style Sheet 

.htm Hypertext Markup Language File 

.html Hypertext Markup Language File 

.js JavaScript File 
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.jsp Java Server Page 

.php Hypertext Preprocessor File 

.rss Rich Site Summary 

.xhtml Extensible Hypertext Markup Language File 

  Plugin Files 

 .8bi Photoshop Plug-in 

.plugin Mac OS X Plug-in 

.xll Excel Add-In File 

  Font Files 

 .fnt Windows Font File 

.fon Generic Font File 

.otf OpenType Font 

.ttf TrueType Font 

  System 
Files 

 .cab Windows Cabinet File 

.cpl Windows Control Panel Item 

.cur Windows Cursor 

.dll Dynamic Link Library 

.dmp Windows Memory Dump 

.drv Device Driver 

.lnk File Shortcut 

.sys Windows System File 

  Settings 
Files 

 .cfg Configuration File 

.ini Windows Initialization File 

.keychain Mac OS X Keychain File 

.prf Outlook Profile File 

  Encoded Files 

.bin Macbinary Encoded File 

.hqx BinHex 4.0 Encoded File 

.uue Uuencoded File 

  Compressed Files 

.7z 7-Zip Compressed File 

.deb Debian Software Package 

.gz Gnu Zipped Archive 
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.pkg Mac OS X Installer Package 

.rar WinRAR Compressed Archive 

.sit Stuffit Archive 

.sitx Stuffit X Archive 

.tar.gz Tarball File 

.zip Zipped File 

.zipx Extended Zip File 

  Disk Image Files 

.dmg Mac OS X Disk Image 

.iso Disc Image File 

.toast Toast Disc Image 

.vcd Virtual CD 

  Developer Files 

.c C/C++ Source Code File 

.class Java Class File 

.cpp C++ Source Code File 

.cs Visual C# Source Code File 

.dtd Document Type Definition File 

.fla Adobe Flash Animation 

.java Java Source Code File 

.m Objective-C Implementation File 

.pl Perl Script 

  Backup 
Files 

 .bak Backup File 

.bkf Windows Backup Utility File 

.gho Norton Ghost Backup File 

.ori Original File 

.tmp Temporary File 

  Misc Files 

 .msi Windows Installer Package 

.part Partially Downloaded File 

.torrent BitTorrent File 
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Exercise 7: Encoding: Unicode 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

1. Gain further familiarity with the concept of encoding character sets and code pages; 

2. Understand the significance of single byte and multibyte encoding schemes (e.g., Unicode); 

and 

3. Appreciate the role that encoding schemae play in EDD processing and search. 

OUTLINE: Students will examine files of like content in different foreign languages and 

character sets and, correspondingly, encoded using different multibyte code pages.    You might 

want to re-read the discussion of Unicode on p. 19. 

Step 1: Use the files you extracted from www.craigball.com/filetypes.zip in Exercise 5 (in folders 

BMP, DOC, DWG, GIF, JPG, PDF, TXT, WAV and XLS). 

 

Step 2: Identify file header signatures for common file types 

Using your web browser, go to the Online HexDump Utility at 

http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm and click “choose File.” Using the selection box 

that will appear, navigate to the folder called TXT.  You should see 24 files. Select the file called 

eula.1033.txt.  Click “Open.”   Now click the blue “Dump” button on the Online HexDump Utility 

page.  You should see this: 

 
 

 Note the “dots” that appear between the letters in the document.  This is how Unicode text 

appears when viewed using a tool that treats it like ASCII.  Looking at the same content in hex, 

http://www.craigball.com/filetypes.zip
http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm
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you can see the second byte used to encode each letter is hex 00.  Because the second byte 

isn’t needed for the Latin alphabet, it’s ‘zeroed out’ and appears as a dot separating each letter.   

Step 3: Open in Default Text Viewer 

Now, double click on the file eula.1033.txt to open it in your default text viewer application 

(likely to be Notepad, Wordpad or Word on a Windows machine; TextEdit on a Mac).  Chances 

are, when it opens, it will look “normal;” that is, you won’t see any dots or spaces between the 

letters of each word.  That’s because your operating system is applying a code page that 

correctly interprets the Unicode data (likely UTF-8 or UTF-16) in the view presented to you. 

Discussion Question: What difference might Unicode encoding make in framing searches for 

e-discovery? 

Step 4:  Foreign Language Encodings 

Double click on the file eula.1037.txt to open it in your default text viewer application.  When it 

opens, it should be in Hebrew with some scattered English text.  If you see the Hebrew, it’s 

because your system is applying the correct Unicode character encoding to the data and not 

attempting to display it to you as ASCII text. 

To see what it looks like when the wrong (ASCII) encoding is applied, return to the Online 

HexDump Utility at http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm and load eula.1037.txt.  All 

you will be able to see in the right column will be the scattered English text.  The Hebrew text 

will be replaced by dots.  Like so: 

 

http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm
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Why?  Because to maximize compatibility with single-byte ASCII text, Unicode incorporated the 

ASCII codes; so, the ASCII viewer in the HexDump tool can see and correctly interpret the ASCII 

characters.  However, the ASCII viewer can’t make sense of double-byte encodings (i.e., the 

Hebrew text) and displays a dot instead.  

Why Care about Encoding? 

All this code page stuff matters because of the central role that electronic search plays in e-

discovery.  If an information item is indexed for search using the wrong character set, the 

information in the item won’t be extracted, won’t become part of the index and, accordingly, 

won’t be found even when the correct foreign language search terms are employed.  Many 

older search tools are not Unicode-compliant.  They are as blind to double-byte encodings as 

the HexDump tool was to Hebrew.  Worse, because the text may include a smattering of ASCII 

characters (like the EULA file in our exercise), an older search tool may conclude it’s 

encountered a document encoded with Latin-1 and may fail to flag the item as having failed to 

index.  In short, encoding issues carry real-world consequences when foreign language content 

is in the collection subject to search.  If you aren’t aware of the limits of the tools you, your 

opponents or the service providers use, you can’t negotiate successful protocols.  What you 

don’t know can hurt you. 
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Exercise 8: Metadata and Hashing  
 
I love a good hash. Not the homey mix of minced meat and potato Mom used to 
make. I mean hash values,6 the results of mathematical calculations that serve as 

reliable digital “fingerprints” of electronically stored information. If you haven’t come to love 
hash values, you will, because they’re making electronic discovery easier and less costly.  
 
Using hash algorithms, any amount of data—from a tiny file to the contents of entire hard 
drives and beyond—can be uniquely expressed as an alphanumeric sequence of fixed length. 
  
The most common forms of hashing are MD5 and SHA-1. MD-5 is a 128 bit (16 byte) value that 
is typically expressed as 32 hexadecimal (Base16) characters.  
 
A hash value is just a big, big number calculated on the contents of the file.  A 128 bit number 
can be as large as 2128 – if you start doing the 2 x 2 x 2 x 2, etc. on that, you’ll see how big the 
numbers will quickly get.   
 
To say 128 bits or 2128 is a “big, big number” doesn’t begin to convey its unfathomable, 
astronomic scale.  In decimal terms, it’s about 340 billion billion billion billion (aka 340 
undecillion).  That’s 4 quadrillion times the number of stars in the observable universe! 
 
Because a byte is eight bits, a 128 bit value is 16 bytes.  And because a value in hex is half a byte 
or 4 bits (a “nybble”), you can express a 128 bit value as 32 hex characters: ((16 x 8) = 128 = (32 
x 4)).  The numeric values don’t change, only the notation of those values.  You will want to be 
sure you understand this.  If not, review this topic in the Forensics paper or pose questions in 
class. 
 
A SHA-1 hash value is a 160 bit (20 byte) value that is typically expressed as 40 hex characters.  
So, a SHA-1 value is an even bigger number—4.3 billion times bigger. 
 
The MD5 hash value of the plain text of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address is 
E7753A4E97B962B36F0B2A7C0D0DB8E8. Anyone, anywhere performing the same hash 
calculation on the same data will get the same unique value in a fraction of a second. But 
change “Four score and seven” to “Five score” and the hash becomes 
8A5EF7E9186DCD9CF618343ECF7BD00A. However subtle the alteration—an omitted period or 
extra space—the hash value changes markedly. The chance of an altered electronic document 
having the same MD5 hash—a “collision” in cryptographic parlance—is one in 340 trillion, 
trillion, trillion. Though supercomputers have fabricated collisions, it’s still a level of reliability 
far exceeding that of fingerprint and DNA evidence. 

                                                           
6
 I beg you not to call them “hash marks,” unless you are speaking of insignia denoting military rank or the yard 

markers on a football field.  The one-way cryptographic calculations used to digitally fingerprint blocks of data are 
called “hash values,” “hashes” or “message digests,” never hash marks by anyone who knows what they are 
talking about.  That said, sometimes judges mistakenly call them hash marks, and we simply have to smile and nod 
when they do. 
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Hashing sounds like rocket science—and it’s a miraculous achievement—but it’s very much a 
routine operation, and the programs used to generate digital fingerprints are freely available 
and easy to use. Hashing lies invisibly at the heart of everyone’s computer and Internet 
activities7 and supports processes vitally important to electronic discovery, including 
identification, filtering, Bates numbering, authentication and de-duplication.  
 
Identification  
Knowing a file’s hash value enables you to find its identical counterpart within a large volume of 
data without examining the contents of each file. The government uses this capability to ferret 
out child pornography, but you might use it to track down company secrets that flew the coop 
when an employee joined the competition.  
 
Hash algorithms are one-way calculations, meaning that although the hash value identifies just 
one sequence of data, it reveals nothing about the data, much as a fingerprint uniquely 
identifies an individual but reveals nothing about their appearance or personality. Thus, hashing 
helps resolve how to search for stolen data on a competitor’s systems without either side 
revealing trade secrets. It’s done by comparing hash values of their files against hash values of 
your proprietary data. The hash values reveal nothing about the contents of the files except 
whether they match. It’s not a foolproof solution because altered data present different hash 
values, but it’s sometimes a sufficient and minimally intrusive method. A match conclusively 
establishes that purloined data resides on the competitor’s system.  
 
Filtering  
In e-discovery, a common method to cull chunks of data seen on computers that couldn’t be 
evidence (because it isn’t a custodian’s work product) is to exclude files with hash values 
matching those on the National Software Reference Library’s (NSRL’s) freely-published list of 
hash values corresponding to common retail software and operating systems.  The NSRL is part 
of the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), so this process is commonly 
called “de-NISTing” a data set.  For more information on the NSRL, visit 
http://www.nsrl.nist.gov/. 
 
Bates Numbering  
Hashing’s ability to uniquely identify e-documents makes it a candidate to replace traditional 
Bates numbering8 in electronic production. Though hash values don’t fulfill the sequencing 

                                                           
7
 For example, many web services store the hash value of your password, but not the password itself.  This enables 

them to authenticate a user by comparing the hash of the password entered to the hash value on file; however, 
the password cannot be reversed engineered from the hash value.  A remarkable feature of hash values is that 
they are one-way calculations—it’s computationally infeasible to derive the source data from the hash of the 
source data.  Those with a deeper interest in cryptographic hashing and security may wish to delve into rainbow 
tables and key strengthening through salting, both beyond the scope of this course. 
8
 Bates numbering has historically been employed as an organizational method to label and identify legal 

documents, especially those produced in discovery.  “Bates” is capitalized because the name derives from the 
Bates Manufacturing Company, which patented and sold auto-incrementing, consecutive-numbering stamping 
devices.  Bates stamping served the dual functions of sequencing and uniquely identifying documents. 

http://www.nsrl.nist.gov/
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function of Bates numbers, they’re excellent unique identifiers and enjoy an advantage over 
Bates numbers because they eliminate the possibility that the same number might be applied 
to different documents. An electronic document’s hash value derives from its contents, so will 
never conflict with that of another document unless the two documents are identical.  
 
Authentication  
Forensic examiners regularly use hashing to establish that a forensically sound duplicate of a 
hard drive faithfully reflects every byte of the source and to prove that their activities haven’t 
altered the original evidence.  
 
As e-discovery gravitates to native production, concern about intentional or inadvertent 
alteration requires lawyers to have a fast, reliable method to authenticate electronic 
documents. Hashing neatly fills this bill. In practice, a producing party simply calculates and 
records the hash values for the items produced in native format. Once these hash values are 
established, the slightest alteration of the data would be immediately apparent when hashed.  
 
De-duplication  
In e-discovery, vast volumes of identical data are burdensome and pose a significant risk of 
conflicting relevance and privilege assessments. Hashing flags identical documents, permitting a 
single review of an item that might otherwise have cropped up hundreds of times. This is hash 
de-duplication, and it drastically cuts review costs. But because even the slightest difference 
triggers different hash values, insignificant variations between files (e.g., different Internet 
paths taken by otherwise identical e-mail) may frustrate hash de-duplication when hashing an 
entire e-document. An alternative is to hash relevant segments of e-documents to assess their 
relative identicality, a practice sometimes called “near de-duplication.”  
 
In this exercise, we will get “hands on” with metadata values and hashing.  This exercise should 
take no more than 30-45 minutes to complete. 
 
Step 1: Create Original Evidence File 
Using the word processing application of your choice, 
please create a document that identities by title one of 
your favorite books or films, followed by just a sentence 
or two saying why you like it. What you chose to write is 
of no consequence; you’re just creating a unique file to 
stand in for an evidence item.  Feel free to embellish as 
you wish, e.g., adding a still image from the film or of 
the cover of the book (as from Amazon.com) to paste 
into the document.  But you can go with just text, if you 
prefer.  
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Name the document with your surname, an underscore and then "Favorite" (i.e., 
YOURNAME_Favorite.docx).  Save and close the document.  This is your original evidence file 
for purposes of this exercise. 
 
Step 2: Gather Baseline Metadata 
 
To begin, establish the "true" or "baseline" metadata for your original evidence file.   
 
In Windows OS: Using Windows Explorer, determine the following metadata values for your 
original evidence file: 
 
Filename: ____________________________________________ 
 
Created Date and Time: _________________________________ 
 
Modified Date and Time: ________________________________ 
 
File size and size on disk: _______________________________ 
 
OR 
 
In Mac iOS: Use Get Info to determine the following metadata values for your original evidence 
file: 
 
Filename: ____________________________________________ 
 
Created Date and Time: _________________________________ 
 
Modified Date and Time: ________________________________ 
 
File size and size on disk: _______________________________ 
 
Record these values above. 
 
Step 3: Establish Baseline Hash Values 
 
Now, you need to establish the "baseline" hash values for your original evidence file.   
 
Using the local or online hashing tool of your choice, determine the MD-5 hash value for your 
original evidence file.9  

                                                           
9
 There are dozens of free, online hash calculators that can be found by searching Google for “online hash 

calculator.”  For example: 
http://hash.urih.com/ 

http://hash.urih.com/
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Here is the hash value for my original evidence file.  Your hash value  will be different. 

MD5 25e8b842e0c9383d37107b9ec0758039 

 

Record the values you get here for ready reference. 

MD5  

 
Step 4: Identify Actions that Alter Metadata and Hash Values 
 
Instructions: After completing each task below, determine the metadata and hash values for 
the resulting file and record them in the spaces provided: 

 
a. E-mail a copy of your original evidence file to yourself as an attachment. When received, 

save the e-mailed attachment (just the attachment, not the whole message) from your e-
mail client to disk (don’t overwrite your original)10 and record its metadata and hash values 
below: 

 
Created Date and Time: _________________________________ 
 
Modified Date and Time: ________________________________ 
 
File size and size on disk: _______________________________ 

 

 

b. Copy (not Move) your original evidence file to another storage device (such as a thumb 
drive or external hard drive). Determine the  metadata and hash values of the copy: 

Created Date and Time: _________________________________ 
 
Modified Date and Time: ________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
https://defuse.ca/checksums.htm 
http://www.fileformat.info/tool/md5sum.htm 
http://hash.online-convert.com/md5-generator 
If you use an online hash calculator, be sure to use one that will allow you to browse your machine for a file to 
hash, not simply by pasting content.  Should you elect to use a hash calculator that you install as a local 
application, know that there is no need to purchase software for this purpose as there are many freeware options 
extant.  Of course, Windows applications will not run on Mac platforms, or Mac apps on Windows machines. 
 
10

 In Windows, when you save files of the same name to the same folder, the operating system adds an 
incrementing number to the name; e.g., YOURNAME_Favorite(1).doc.   In Mac, the OS may add the word “copy” to 
the name.  For this exercise, don’t be concerned if the file name changes in this manner. 

MD5  

https://defuse.ca/checksums.htm
http://www.fileformat.info/tool/md5sum.htm
http://hash.online-convert.com/md5-generator
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File size and size on disk: _______________________________ 

 

 

c. Edit your original evidence file to add a single space somewhere in the document and save 
the modified file by a different name (e.g., YOURNAME_Favorite_2.docx).  Determine the  
metadata and hash values of the edited document: 

d.  
Created Date and Time: _________________________________ 
 
Modified Date and Time: ________________________________ 
 
File size and size on disk: _______________________________ 

 

 

e. Rename your original evidence file using the file system,11 but make no other change to the 
file. Rename it to something like “YOURNAME_Favorite_3.docx.” Determine the  metadata 
and hash values of the renamed document: 

Created Date and Time: _________________________________ 
 
Modified Date and Time: ________________________________ 
 
File size and size on disk: _______________________________ 

 

 

 

Discussion:  Did Mac users see different metadata outcomes?  What impact might this have on 

e-discovery? 

 

 

                                                           
11

 To rename a file using the file system, DO NOT open the file in the application you used to create it.  Instead, in 
Windows OS, right click on the file and select “rename.”  In MacOS, change the file’s name in the “Name and 
Extension” field of the Get Info screen. 

MD5  

MD5  

MD5  
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Exercise 9: Metadata: File Table Data 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

1. Distinguish between system metadata and application metadata; 

2. Explore the Master File Table; and 

3. Understand that because system metadata is not stored within the file, preservation and 

production efforts geared to system metadata are crucial features of competent collection. 

OUTLINE: Students will create a file in Notepad and search within and without the file for 

metadata. 

Background 

Using the HexDump utility, we can see every byte in a file—as ASCII text and hex—to glean its 

content.  So when we see metadata that isn’t in the file, where does it come from? 

 

Step 1: Create a simple text file  

In Windows: On your Desktop, right click on an open area select New>Text Document.  Name 

the file “me.txt,” then open the file you just created and type your full name.  Save the file, 

then close it.   Double click the file to re-open it and confirm that your name appears in the 

document named me.txt on your Desktop. 

 

In MacOS: You will use the Mac default text editor called TextEdit to create a plain text (ASCII) 

file.  But, since the Text Edit program creates Rich Text (RTF) formats by default, you must first 

modify some program settings:  

a. Open TextEdit.  

b. Choose Preferences from the 

TextEdit application menu.  

c. Click the Plain Text radio button 

for New Document Format.  

d. Be sure the checkbox for "Wrap to 

Page" is deselected.  

e. Close the Preferences box. 

 

Create a new file using TextEdit and type just your full name in the file.  Save the file as “me.txt” 

to your Desktop and close it.  Re-open the me.txt file and confirm that your name appears in 

the document. 
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Step 2:  Check the Properties 

In Windows: Right click on your me.txt file and select 

“Properties.” 

In MacOS: Rght click and select Get Info 

 

Note the file’s size and its size on disk.  The first reflects the 

actual byte count for the data needed to store your name 

(including spaces).  The size on disk is the total size of the 

cluster(s) allocated to storing the file.  On my Windows 

machine, the drive is logically divided into 4 kilobyte clusters, 

so every file occupies at least 4KB on disk (but see the 

discussion of resident MFT data below). 

 

Step 3: Dump the Hex 

Using your web browser, go to the Online HexDump Utility at 

http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm and click “choose File.” Using the selection box 

that will appear, navigate to the file you just created called “me.txt.”  Click “Open.”   Now click 

the blue “Dump” button on the Online HexDump Utility page.  You should see something like 

this (but with your name, right?): 

 

Step 3: Carefully examine the complete contents of the file 

Look at the hex.  Look at the text.  Do you see any data within the file other than your name?  

Do you see any file path (location) data?  Do you see any date or time data?  Do you even see 

the file’s name?   Every file has metadata, so where’s the metadata?  It’s in the MFT! 

 

Plumbing the MFT 

MFT stands for Master File Table.  On a Windows system, the MFT is like a library card catalog, 

storing information about the location of the “book” (file) and describing some of its 

characteristics (system metadata).  The MFT is where most system metadata resides, in 

contrast to application metadata, which resides within the file it describes and moves with the 

file when copied.    

 

http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hexdump.htm
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The MFT is made up of numerous 1,024 byte entries, each describing a file or folder stored on 

the media.  The image below is a screenshot of the MFT entry for the me.txt file on my 

Windows Desktop.  Like all MFT entries, it begins with FILE0, and after some weirdly encoded 

stuff, you’ll see the name stored in code page 1252 (which, if you remember our discussion 

from Exercise 2, is Microsoft’s version of ISO 8859-1).  Note the spaces between the letters of 

the name, which tells us it’s double-byte encoded.   

 

 

An interesting aspect of the MFT is that if the contents of a file are sufficiently small (less than 

about 750 bytes), the operating system doesn’t really create a file at all.  Instead, it stores the 

contents right in the MFT and just pretends to create a discrete file.  Because the me.txt file 

holds so little content, we can see that content stored right in the MFT entry.   

 

The MFT also stores date and time values reflecting when the file was Modified, Accessed and 

Created.  You can’t see them because they are encoded in an extraordinary way.  Windows file 

times are stored as a value equal to the number of 100 nanosecond intervals since January 1, 

1601.  Thus, if you look at the hex content from the MFT entry, the sixth line down begins with 

Master File Table Entry for me.txt 
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these eight bytes: 28 97 C4 59 B4 51 CE 01.  This is a 64-bit numeric value equivalent to the 

decimal 130,131,274,282,342,184.  It also happens to equal the number of 100 nanosecond 

intervals between January 1, 1601 and May 15, 2013, when I created the file. 

 

 
   

 

Discussion Questions: 

1. If the contents of the file me.txt are actually stored in the MFT, why does Properties 

state that the file is taking up 4KB of space on disk? 

2. When we copy a file from one media to another (as might occur when collecting ESI for 

processing), what MFT metadata follows the file to its destination?  What metadata is 

lost if overt steps are not taken to collect it?  Does the destination medium have its own 

Master File Table? 
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Exercise 10: Metadata: System and Application Metadata 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

1. Distinguish between system metadata and application metadata; and 

2. Explore the range and volume of metadata in and for everyday ESI. 

OUTLINE: Students will examine various file types to distinguish between metadata stored 

within files (application metadata) and metadata stored outside the file.   

Background 

Computers may track dozens or hundreds of metadata values for each file, but the quantity and 

integrity of metadata values retained for any file hinge on factors peculiar to the file’s type and 

history.  Moreover, though metadata may be stored both within and without a file, every active 

file will have some complement of system metadata that’s not contained within the file.  Many 

image file formats contain metadata tags called EXIF data (for Exchangeable Image File Format) 

that hold a wealth of data. 

 

Step 1: Use the files you extracted from www.craigball.com/filetypes.zip for Exercises 5 and 6 

(in folders BMP, DOC, DWG, GIF, JPG, PDF, TXT, WAV and XLS).  Open the folder called JPG.  You 

should see 12 files.  Find the file called PICT0460.jpg and open it.  

Step 2: View File Properties 

On a Windows PC: Right click on the file and select “Properties.”  Open the “Details” tab.   

On a Mac: In Preview, go to the “Tools” menu and select “Show Inspector.”  A box will open 

displaying the file’s General Info properties.  Note the four tabs at the top of this box.  Click on 

the More Info tab (an “i” in a black circle), and note that four different tabs appear called 

General, Exif, IPTC and TIFF.  Click on each of the four to see the range of data available. 

Step 3: Collect Metadata 

Can you tell what make and model camera took the picture?  Do you know whether flash was 

used and, if not, whether the absence of flash was intentional?  What date was the photo 

taken? 

Determine the following for the photo called PICT0460.jpg: 

1. Camera maker: ____________________ 

 

http://www.craigball.com/filetypes.zip
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2. Camera model: ____________________ 

 

3. Date taken: _______________________ 

 

4. Flash mode: _______________________ 

 

5. Has the image been PhotoShopped? ________________ 

Step 4: Different Roles, Different Metadata 

Locate the file “TwitterArticle.doc” in the DOC folder.  In Windows, right click on it and select 

“Properties.”  In Mac, use Get Info.   

Determine the following for the document named “TwitterArticle.doc” using the metadata 

displayed in the Properties box (Windows) or the Get Info box (Mac):  NOTE: Some of the 

following metadata may not be accessible using a Mac OS. 

1. Author: ____________________________________ 

 

2. Company: __________________________________ 

 

3. Date Created: _______________________________ 

 

4. Last Printed: ________________________________ 

 

5. Title: ______________________________________ 

 

6. Total editing time: ___________________________ 

 

7. Which, if any, of these values are system metadata? ______________________________ 

 

8. Can you alter any of the metadata values from the Properties/Get Info window? ________ 

 
Discussion Question: Would there have been any point in seeking camera EXIF metadata in the file 

TwitterArticle.doc?  Why? 
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Exercise 11: Metadata: Geolocation in EXIF 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

1. Explore the range and volume of metadata in and for everyday ESI; and 

2. Identify and use geolocation information in EXIF data. 

OUTLINE: Students will examine various image files to extract embedded EXIF metadata and 

assess its value as evidence. 

Background 

Some cameras and all mobile phones sold in the United States are GPS-enabled.  For phones, 

the latter capability is legally mandated in the United States to support 911 emergency services.  

In fact, modern cell phones facilitate geolocation in at least three distinct ways: 

1. By communicating with cell towers; 

2. By using internal GPS capabilities; and 

3. By seeking to connect to nearby WiFi hotspots. 

 

Consider how many issues in civil and criminal litigation might be resolved by the availability of 

highly-detailed and -reliable geolocation evidence?  Currently, how reliable is such data? 

 

The Mission: You’ve been hired to recover assets stolen in a massive Ponzi scheme.  The culprit 

is a globetrotting gastronome named Bernie who’s stashed cash all over the globe.  Each time 

Bernie opened a new account, he stopped for a celebratory meal or drink and texted an iPhone 

snapshot to his wife in Palm Beach.  These photos were produced to you in discovery.  Your task 

is to figure out where in the world the cash might be cached and when. 

Step 1: EXIF Geolocation Data   

Download the Zip file at www.craigball.com/exif.zip and extract its contents to your desktop or 

any other convenient location on your computer.  Locate ten numbered files called yumx.jpg. 

Find the file called yum1.jpg and explore its properties.   

In Windows: Right click on the file, select Properties>Details.  Note the Date Taken (under 

“Origin”).  This is the date and time the photo was taken (perhaps adjusted to your machine’s 

local time zone and DST setting).  Also, note the GPS coordinates for Latitude, Longitude and 

Altitude. 

In MacOS: Open the file in Preview, go to the “Tools” menu and select “Show Inspector.”  A box 

will open displaying the file’s General Info properties.  Note the four tabs at the top of this box.  

Click on the More Info tab (an “i” in a black circle), then click on the GPS tab.  Note the Date 

http://www.craigball.com/exif.zip
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Stamp and Time Stamp.  These are the date and time the photo was taken.  Also, note the GPS 

coordinates for Altitude, Latitude and Longitude.  Your Mac may even display a handy world 

map! 

Step 2: Record the GPS coordinates and Date Taken 

For the file yum1.jpg, locate the GPS Latitude and Longitude values embedded within the 

photograph’s complement of EXIF data and the date the photo was taken.   

You should see the following: 

In Windows: Latitude: 33; 35; 48.600000 Longitude: 7; 40; 24.599900  Date : 7/2/2011 4:25PM 

In MacOS: Latitude: 33° 35’ 49.2 N Longitude: 7° 40’ 26.4 W Date : 7/2/2011 8:25PM 

The Windows time may vary. 

Step 3: Where’s Waldo, I mean Bernie? 

Now let’s determine exactly where this photo was taken.  In Google, carefully enter the latitude 

and longitude values embedded within the photo as described below: 

If the values you found were formatted as: Latitude AA; BB; CC.CCCCCC and Longitude XX; YY; 

ZZ.ZZZZZ, enter them in the Google search box in the following format: 

AA BB’ CC.CCCCCC, -XX YY’ ZZ.ZZZZZ 

So, for yum1.jpg: the Google search is: 33 35' 48.600000, -7 40' 24.599900 (Windows) or, using 

the Mac data: 33° 35’ 49.2 N, 7° 40’ 26.4 W.  Either way, all roads lead to Rome. I mean, 

Casablanca. 

That’s right, if the map you retrieved points to a gin joint on Boulevard de la Corniche in 

Casablanca, this looks like the beginning of a beautiful friendship.  If not, check your formatting 

and try again. 

Be sure you include the apostrophe after the second longitude and latitude values, the comma 

separating the values and (for the Windows values only) the minus sign preceding the longitude 

value.  By way of example, the coordinates for Townes Hall in a photo might appear as Latitude 

30; 17; 18.37, Longitude 97; 43; 49.39.  In Google, they must be entered as:  30 17' 18.37, -97 

43' 49.39. 

Step 4: A Quicker Way 

Since we have to get through nine more of these, let’s find a quicker way.  If you’re using a Mac, 

look for the “Locate” button at the bottom of the GPS menu where you found the coordinates.  
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One click on this button for each will launch a map in your browser (if you have an Internet 

connection).   

But Windows users will need to use a free online tool.  You can find many online EXIF viewers 

by searching for same on Google, or you can use the one at www.exifdata.com.  Using the site’s 

“Upload an image” interface, click the Browse button to select each photo listed below from 

the location where you stored them on your machine.  Upload each file by clicking Upload. 

 

The page that appears will supply extensive EXIF data, and, scrolling down the page, you 

should see a Google map inset.  Click on the inset map to determine where and when 

Bernie took the picture, then add that information to the table below. 

 

Photo Location Taken Date taken 

Yum1.jpg Casablanca, Morocco July 2, 2011 

yum2.jpg*   

yum3.jpg   

yum4.jpg   

yum5.jpg   

yum6.jpg   

yum7.jpg   

yum8.jpg   

yum9.jpg   

yum10.jpg   

  

*Note: Yum2.jpg can be a bit tricky.  Be sure to put a minus sign in front of the latitude for 

this one, but don’t use a minus sign in front of the longitude, i.e., -20.078333,148.875000 

 

 

http://www.exifdata.com/
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Step 5: How Trustworthy is EXIF data? 

Let’s do one more. 

From the location where you stored the photos, open the one called huh.jpg.  Ah, the Eiffel 

Tower; the Bateau-Mouche; one can almost hear Piaf, non?  Can this be anywhere but the City 

of Lights?  Check the GPS data and map it. 

 

 
 

According to its EXIF geolocation data, where was this photo taken? _____________________ 

 

How is that possible? 
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Just Ones and Zeroes 

Because all ESI boils down to a sequence of numbers, changing the data to say anything is just a 

matter of changing those numbers in the right way.  I altered the GPS coordinates embedded in 

the photo’s EXIF data.  Absent a hash value of the photo obtained before the change (thus 

proving a change occurred), the eyes say La Vie en Rose, but the metadata says Hail to the 

Chief. 

 

Discussion Questions:  

1. What’s EXIF data?  Should it be indexed for search in e-discovery?  Is it reliable?   

2. How do I determine what metadata should be preserved or discovered in e-discovery?  
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Exercise 12: E-Mail Anatomy 
 

GOALS: The goals of this exercise are for the student to: 

1. Delve into the anatomy of an e-mail message, identifying its essential components. 

OUTLINE: Students will create and transmit an e-mail message and explore its structure. 

Background 

In addition to being the most sought-after ESI in electronic discovery, e-mail is one of the oldest 

computer networking applications.  Before people were sharing printers, and long before the 

internet was a household word, people were sending e-mail across networks.  That early e-mail 

was plain text, also called ASCII text or 7-bit (because you needed just seven bits of data, one 

less than a byte, to represent each ASCII character).  In those days, there were no attachments, 

no pictures, not even simple enhancements like bold, italic or underline.   

 

Early e-mail was something of a free-for-all, implemented differently by different systems.  So 

the fledgling internet community circulated proposals seeking a standard.  They stuck with plain 

text in order that older messaging systems could talk to newer systems.  These proposals were 

called Requests for Comment or RFCs, and they came into widespread use as much by 

convention as by adoption (the internet being a largely anarchic realm).   The RFCs lay out the 

form an e-mail should adhere to in order to be compatible with e-mail systems.   

 

The RFCs concerning e-mail have gone through several major revisions since the first one 

circulated in 1973.  The latest protocol revision is called RFC 5322 (2008), which made obsolete 

RFC 2822 (2001) and its predecessor, RFC 822 (1982).  Another series of RFCs (RFC 2045-47, RFC 

4288-89 and RFC 2049), collectively called Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions or MIME, 

address ways to graft text enhancements, foreign language character sets and multimedia 

content onto plain text emails.  These RFCs establish the form of the billions upon billions of e-

mail messages that cross the internet.  
 

In this exercise, we will get examine the structure of e-mail as dictated by the RFC and MIME 
standards.  This exercise should take no more than about 15 minutes to complete. 
 
Step 1: Draft and transmit a message with a tiny attachment 
Using your e-mail account of choice, draft an e-mail message to yourself.  Keep the body of the 
body of the e-mail short and impersonal (as you will be including same in your submission of 
your work for grading).  Attach any very small (<5kb) gif or jpg image file to the e-mail.  Be sure 
to use a small image file because you’re going to paste the entire message into a text document 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5322
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and you don’t want that document to run to pages and pages of base64 encoding.  Send the e-
mail you drafted. 
 
Step 2: Copy the Message Source and Save It 
Now, find the received e-mail and access the 
message source.  The method to do so varies 
according to the webmail service or mail client 
application used.  For example, Gmail allows you 
to “Show original” by pulling down a menu near 
the time received at the upper right of each 
message (see illustration at right).  If you use 
Apple’s Mail client, go to View>Message>Raw 
Source.  If you have trouble finding the message 
source in your mail client or account, run a Google 
search for “view message source in X,” where X is 
the name of your mail client (e.g., Outlook) or 
service (e.g., Hotmail).  
 
When you get to the source, be sure it includes 
the message header, message body and the 
attachment in base64, then select the entire 
message source and paste it into a blank document (use Notepad in Windows or TextEdit on a 
Mac).  Avoid using a Microsoft Word document; but, if you must use MS Word, change the font to 
Lucinda Console and use narrow margins so the Base64 content has a straight right edge. 
 

Now, save the text document you’ve just created as Your_Surname_Exercise 12.txt.  You’ll be 
submitting this file with your answers to the five questions in this exercise. 
 
Step 3: Dissect the First Message 
Open another blank document or e-mail to use as a place to paste information.  You can handwrite the 
information in the blanks below, but it’s much easier to copy and paste the data electronically into a file 
or e-mail you submit.  
 
Question 1:  
Your e-mail should be in MIME.  From the message source, what is the MIME-Version? __________ 
 
Boundaries: The various parts of a MIME multipart message are defined by boundaries, usually long 
character strings required to be unique in each message.  Your e-mail message should have at least two 
different boundary values, each preceded by the statement, “boundary=.”   When used as separators, 
each boundary will be preceded by two hyphens, and the last usage of each boundary will be followed 
by two hyphens.  The information above the first boundary definition is the “Message Header.”  Note 
that the message header contains the important To, From, Subject and Date information for the 
message. 
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Question 2: 
Identify the first two unique boundaries in your message and fill them in below (better yet, copy and 
paste them into the document you will submit): 
 
First Boundary: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Second Boundary: __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note how the first boundary value serves to separate the three main sections of the message (Header, 
Message Body and Attachment) and the second boundary value separates the alternate message body 
types (i.e., Text/Plain and Text/HTML). 
 
Message IDs: According to the RFC mail specifications, each message transmitted via e-mail should 
incorporate a unique message identifier value called “Message-ID.” 
 
Question 3: 
Find the Message-ID value in your message and record it below: (or copy and paste, etc.): 
 
Message-ID: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Evidence Tip: Many forged e-mail messages are contrived by altering the message bodies of genuine 
messages.  Forgers often overlook the Message-ID value, making it possible to detect the forgery and 
identify the genuine message that was altered. 
 
Attachments: Drop down to the last section of your message source containing the Base64 encoded 
image (look for the next to last usage of the boundary and “Content-Type: image/type of image you 
attached;” followed by the name of the image file you attached in quotes). 
 
Question 4: 
Apart from the name of the attached image file, do you see any other system metadata values for the 
image, such as Date Modified or Date Created?  (yes or no): _______________________________ 
If yes, record them here: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC): Time values in e-mail message headers are often expressed with 
reference to Coordinated Universal Time (Temps Universel Coordonné in French), the primary world time 

standard.  Because the French and Americans couldn’t agree on whose language should be the basis for 
the initialization (CUT or TUC), they settled instead on UTC.  UTC is often called Zulu time by the military 
and aviators, and is essentially the same as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), the time on the official clock 

located at the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, England.  A UTC offset value expresses the difference 
between the stated local time and UTC, allowing messages to be normalized on a consistent time line, 
notwithstanding differing time zones and daylight savings time settings. 
 
Question 5: 
Look in the header of your message source and identify all UTC offset values present.  These will be 
expressed as negative values (e.g., -0500 for a message sent from a machine set to CDT): 
SENT UTC OFFSET: _________    RECEIVED UTC OFFSET: _________    OTHER UTC OFFSET: ___________ 
 
Remember to submit your Message Source text file and your answers to all parts of Questions 1-5.  
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Exercise 13: Legal Hold 
 

 

 

Legal Hold Exercise 

LAW379M 2013 

  

This is a challenging and demanding three-part exercise, faithful to the tasks you might 

expect to undertake as a freshly-minted litigation associate.  It will require you to read, 

research, think and write over the course of three weeks.  Successful submissions will reflect 

a sensible and defensible balancing of legal duties, litigation strategy, budgetary 

considerations and disruption of operations.  I would expect this exercise to require at least 

eight hours of diligent effort and perhaps as many as twelve hours or more in toto; but, you 

should please be vigilant not to devote so many additional hours to it that it unduly interferes 

with your ability to meet other obligations.  Pace yourself, and use the full three weeks.  The 

information and skills acquired in this exercise are likely to comprise a significant component 

of the information and skills sought to be demonstrated in the final exam. 

        

It’s March 18, 2013, and you are a fist year associate at BevoOrangeTower, P.C. in Austin.  

Name partner Tex Tower calls you to his office and hands you the then-existing material in 

Appendix A of this workbook.  He instructs you to draft a plan for a defensible and cost-

effective legal hold in response to the suit.  Mr. Tower wants to see three things over the 

course of three weeks: (1) a checklist of ESI sources that may be subject to a preservation 

obligation; (2) a plan of action in the form of a detailed memo describing the steps you 

recommend be taken (including a timetable and methodology for implementation, follow-up 

and audit strategies (if advisable), as well as some reasonable projection of cost, resources and 

personnel required; and (3) drafts of the written legal hold notice or notices that he should 

have Montgomery Bonnell send out to key custodians and IT personnel.  Each of these notices 

should not be longer than about three pages, and less is more. 

 

Mr. Tower asks for specific guidance in the memo on such issues as: 

1. How should the client identify potentially responsive sources of ESI and preserve them? 

2. What’s potentially relevant here? 

3. By role (or name, if known), who are the key players and custodians? 

4. What must the key players and/or custodians do, and do they all do the same thing in 

the same way? 
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5. Should we rely on custodial-directed hold alone?  If not, what else is warranted? 

6. What must IT do?   

7. Must Artemis suspend their backup rotation or document retention policy?  If so, how? 

8. Must Artemis image hard drives and, if so, by what method and whose drives? 

9. Do we need any special procedures to be followed for departing employees? 

10. What about information, if any, held by third parties? 

11. Should they try to reach out to the plaintiffs’ counsel on any of this?  If so, how and 

when? 

The last thing the Mr. Tower says is, “Artemis can’t shut down to do this, and they won’t spend 

disproportionately on the legal hold than the case is worth, so put on your thinking cap and 

make every dollar count.  Keep the memo succinct—less than ten pages for sure-- and we’ll talk 

further once I’ve reviewed your checklist, advice, recommendations and exemplar notices.  I’m 

not good with this computer stuff, so I’m counting on you to steer me through.” 

 

Again, there are three essential components to your submission (with due dates for each set 

out in the Syllabus): (1) a checklist of potential data sources that should be considered for 

preservation, (2) a succinct memo addressing, inter alia, the issues set out above and (3) full-

fledged examples of the legal hold notice or notices that you propose to disseminate to key 

custodians and IT.  In grading your work, I’ll apply a 20-factor, 190-point rubric, and I’ll look for, 

e.g., clarity, succinctity, propriety of scope, proportionality, practical direction and creativity.  

Be sure to consider who will be receiving the notices, what those persons do, what they likely 

have in their custody or control and whether they should be relied upon to comply. 

 

You may optionally work with a partner from the class on this project, or work alone, as you 

prefer.  If you elect to work with a partner, you must advise me of same by e-mail no later 

than the date stated in the Syllabus, and you and your partner must complete all three parts of 

the exercise together.  You will both receive the same grade for the exercise.  Cooperation is a 

skill much valued in the e-discovery sphere, and two might accomplish more in less time. 

 

Your work on this project is governed by the Honor Code.  You may consult any written and 

online resources, including Google, PACER filings, Lexis and/or Westlaw and form books.  You 

may also seek input and guidance from practicing attorneys, judges, professors, law students, 

IT personnel, consultants, vendors or others; but, do not present the work of anyone other 

than you (and or your partner, as applicable) as your own.  You are welcome to borrow liberally 

from print or online sources (including published forms); but, you must give full and proper 

attribution to such sources.  If you present parts of someone else’s form, checklist, example or 

the like as your work product without proper attribution, I will consider your submission to be 

plagiarized.  Make your words count.  Mindless use of boilerplate is strongly discouraged. 
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Exercise 14: Meet and Confer 
 

 

 

Meet and Confer Exercise 

LAW379M 2013 

  

Students will form teams representing the plaintiff or defendant in a hypothetical case styled, 

Lost Creek Engineering, LLC v. Keith Austin Weird and Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc., pending 

in a United States District Court.  The nature of the case is described in Appendix A to this 

workbook, which also contains a chronology and case documents 

 

You will prepare for and engage in a Rule 26(f) meet and confer process with two different 

opposing teams.  You will jointly furnish a Discovery Plan to the court in writing after the first 

session and be observed by Prof. Ball in the second session.  Your grade for the exercise will be 

based upon your demonstrated understanding, ability, organization and preparation in both the 

reporting and performance aspects of the exercise.   Teammates will not be graded individually.  

Each member of each team will receive the same grade for the exercise as earned by the team; 

however, opposing teams will be graded individually. 

 

Special Instructions 

In addition to the materials within Appendix A, your team will receive a confidential plaintiff or 

defendant briefing.  You are not to share the contents of the confidential briefing with anyone 

other than your own team.  You should not furnish or display same to a member of any other 

team.  Acting in the best interests of your client(s) and consistent with your ethical duties, you 

may disclose information gleaned from the briefing in the meet and confer process only as legal 

requirements, good practice and sound strategy dictate.   

Rule 26. Duty to Disclose; General Provisions; Governing Discovery 

*** 

(f) CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES; PLANNING FOR DISCOVERY. 

(1) Conference Timing. Except in a proceeding exempted from initial disclosure under Rule 26(a)(1)(B) 

or when the court orders otherwise, the parties must confer as soon as practicable—and in any event 
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at least 21 days before a scheduling conference is to be held or a scheduling order is due under Rule 

16(b). 

(2) Conference Content; Parties’ Responsibilities. In conferring, the parties must consider the nature 

and basis of their claims and defenses and the possibilities for promptly settling or resolving the case; 

make or arrange for the disclosures required by Rule 26(a)(1); discuss any issues about preserving 

discoverable information; and develop a proposed discovery plan. The attorneys of record and all 

unrepresented parties that have appeared in the case are jointly responsible for arranging the 

conference, for attempting in good faith to agree on the proposed discovery plan, and for submitting 

to the court within 14 days after the conference a written report outlining the plan. The court may 

order the parties or attorneys to attend the conference in person. 

(3) Discovery Plan. A discovery plan must state the parties’ views and proposals on: 

(A) what changes should be made in the timing, form, or requirement for disclosures under Rule 

26(a), including a statement of when initial disclosures were made or will be made; 

(B) the subjects on which discovery may be needed, when discovery should be completed, and 

whether discovery should be conducted in phases or be limited to or focused on particular issues; 

(C) any issues about disclosure or discovery of electronically stored information, including the form 

or forms in which it should be produced; 

(D) any issues about claims of privilege or of protection as trial-preparation materials, including—if 

the parties agree on a procedure to assert these claims after production—whether to ask the court 

to include their agreement in an order; 

(E) what changes should be made in the limitations on discovery imposed under these rules or by 

local rule, and what other limitations should be imposed; and 

(F) any other orders that the court should issue under Rule 26(c) or under Rule 16(b) and (c).  
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APPENDIX A 
Materials for use with Exercises 13 and 14 

 
Lost Creek Engineering, LLC v. Keith Austin 
Weird and Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc.  

 
All of the events and persons described in this hypothetical scenario are fictional.  Any 

resemblance to persons, living or dead, or to business entities is purely coincidental. 

 

The hypothetical case concerns the alleged misappropriation of intellectual property by a senior 

design engineer at an engineering company.  The engineer, Keith Austin Weird, 47, worked for 

Lost Creek Engineering, LLC for 15 years, rising to the position of Vice-President of Engineering.  

Weird was the brains behind the design and development of Lost Creek’s very profitable 

Arnold™ line of intelligent pipeline pigs, as well as a yet-to-be-introduced line of next 

generation products internally codenamed “Project Porky.”  Keith Weird is an influential leader 

in his industry and widely regarded as the father of the fast-growing intelligent pig industry. 

  

Weird was hired by former Lost Creek officer Montgomery Bonnell, 55, in 1997.  Bonnell was 

Weird’s supervisor for nine years.  The two are close friends, and their families frequently 

socialize outside of work.  In 2006, Bonnell left Lost Creek to form Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. 

in Houston.  Artemis manufactures and sells specialized valves and pipeline telemetry products 

to the energy sector. 

 

On August 20, 2012, Weird resigned from Lost Creek.  He gave two weeks’ notice and noted 

that, now that his kids were in college, he was heading to Houston to work for his old friend, 

Monty Bonnell, at Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc.  Weird received a modest severance package 

to resolve earned but unused vacation time and other benefits issues.  Weird’s last day at Lost 

Creek was August 31, 2012, and he took a couple of weeks off before his first day at Artemis, 

September 17, 2012.  Weird joined Artemis as its Technology Director- Pipeline Products.   

 

On December 21, 2012, Lost Creek’s outside counsel, Lamar Street, sent letters to Weird and 

Bonnell invoking a Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete Weird signed 

when he was hired.  Lost Creek demanded that Weird cease employment with Artemis.   The 

letter to Weird also sought return of Weird’s Lost Creek laptop and access to all of Weird’s 

personal computers, digital media and e-mail accounts for the purpose of conducting a forensic 

examination.   

 

Shortly after Lost Creek distributed year-end bonuses in December 2012, three engineers, 

Percy Pennybacker, Claudia Johnson and Barton Springs, resigned.  All had been hired by 
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Weird or worked closely with him at Lost Creek in the development and testing of intelligent 

pipeline pigs.  All joined Artemis. 

 

In February of 2013, Artemis’ internal SharePoint newsletter announced that the company 

would shortly be introducing a line of sophisticated intelligent pipeline pigs that, by the 

description of their capabilities, would compete head-to-head with Lost Creek’s yet-to-be-sold 

Project Porky pipeline pigs.  The article offered rosy financial projections for the new product 

line, prompting a blizzard of Tweets and texts between Artemis employees and industry 

insiders. 

 

On March 1, 2013, Lost Creek filed a lawsuit against Weird and Artemis in the Western District 

of Texas seeking injunctive relief and damages on seven counts: 

 

Count 1 – Breaches of Trade Secret Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete 

Count 2 – Unfair Competition by Misappropriation 

Count 3 – Tortious Conversion 

Count 4 – Common Law Misappropriation of Trade Secrets 

Count 5 – Tortious Interference with Lost Creek’s Employment Contracts 

Count 6 – Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

Count 7 – Civil Conspiracy 

The Defendants answered, asserting various affirmative defenses.  The parties agreed to the 

entry of a temporary injunction, which was entered on April 1, 2013.  A proposed protective 

order is circulating for review. 

 

Lost Creek has been in business for 40 years. It is headquartered in Austin, TX and maintains 

manufacturing sales and service centers in China, Australia and Europe, as well as 

representatives and technicians in more than 40 countries.  Lost Creek is a closely-held 

company that employs over 400 people, including 40+ persons in its Product Development and 

Engineering Division.  Its sales and earnings figures are not made public. 

Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. was formed in 2006 and is headquartered in Houston, Texas.  

Artemis employed 150 people as of April 15, 2013, and projected gross annual sales of 

approximately $75 million for 2013 based on first quarter results.  In March of 2013, Artemis 

was acquired by B-I-G Oil, Ltd., a U.K.-based conglomerate, and Artemis became a wholly-

owned foreign subsidiary of B-I-G. 

 

You should assume that venue is proper, service has been effected and documents are genuine. 
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Timeline of Events 

September 1, 1997: Weird hired by Lost Creek; executes Non-Disclosure Agreement and 

Covenant Not to Compete 

August 17, 2012: Weird receives offer letter from Artemis and copies Lost Creek data to XHDD 

August 20, 2012: Weird tenders resignation 

August 31, 2012: Weird’s last day at Lost Creek; exit interview 

September 1-16, 2012: Weird on vacation  

September 17, 2012: Weird’s first day at Artemis 

December 2012 - January 2013: Three Lost Creek engineering employees quit to join Artemis 

December 21, 2012: Demand for return of Weird’s Lost Creek laptop and to inspect his e-mail, 

home systems, hard drives and thumb drives 

February 2013: Artemis newsletter announces smart pig product line 

March 1, 2013: Original Complaint filed 

March 10, 2013: Original Answer filed 

March 15, 2013: Amended Complaint Filed 

March 18, 2013: Amended Answer filed 

April 1, 2013: Agreed Temporary Injunction entered 

April 29, 2013: Proposed Protective order circulated. 
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TARRYTOWN, OLDE & RICH, L.L.P 
 

LAWYERS 

1313 Guadalupe 

Suite 1900 

Austin, Texas 78701 

Lamar Street (512)  555-6066 

         Partner 

December 21, 2012 

Keith Austin Weird 

200 Congress Avenue, Apt. 5701       Via Hand Delivery 

Austin, TX 78701 

 

The undersigned represents the legal interests of Lost Creek Engineering, LLC ("Lost Creek" or 

the "Company").  As you know, in connection with your employment with Lost Creek, you were 

given specialized training and were provided with certain of the Company's confidential, 

proprietary, and trade secret information. You expressly acknowledged this in Non-Disclosure 

Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete (the "Agreement").  A copy of the Agreement is 

enclosed for your reference. 

Additionally, your contract of employment includes an agreement to refrain from working for a 

competitive business following the termination of your employment from Lost Creek. In the 

Agreement you promised that, for a period of two (2) years following your termination from 

Lost Creek, you would. not engage in or work for any business in direct competition with Lost 

Creek by manufacturing and/or selling intelligent pipeline pigs that resemble or imitate the 

pipeline pigs manufactured and sold by Lost Creek. See Agreement at 1.   

In your letter of resignation dated August 20, 2012, you indicated that you would be taking a 

position with Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. as Technology Director-Pipeline Products. Until 

recently, Lost Creek did not consider Artemis to be competitive with its interests.  Lost Creek 

has since learned that Artemis intends to create an "Autonomous Pipeline Smart Pigs" division 

including the design and production of intelligent pipeline pigs in direct competition with Lost 

Creek and in direct violation of the Agreement. Further, you have indicated that your work with 

Artemis will be in research and development in remote sensing pipeline repair devices, a 

technical knowledge that you gained exclusively during your tenure at Lost Creek. The purpose 

of this correspondence is to notify you of your breach of the Agreement and demand that you 

cease your intent to continue employment with Artemis and refrain from doing so for a period 

of two (2) years. We also remind you that your agreement to protect confidential information 
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that belongs to Lost Creek is not limited in any timeframe and is your obligation regardless of 

employment status.   

On behalf of Lost Creek, we demand immediate return of all files, materials, information, 

technology or other property owned by Lost Creek which may be in your possession.  To be 

assured that you have complied with this request, we request that you deliver your Lost Creek 

laptop, any home computer(s) and any external drives and thumb drives to our forensic 

examiner (see attached business card) for forensic review of the hard drives and external drives 

to assure that no confidential information or property of Lost Creek resides on any drive.  We 

further request that you make the contents of any e-mail or webmail accounts you have used 

within the last two (2) years available to us for inspection and copying.  We will also seek 

confirmation that you have not distributed or transferred any such information to any third 

party including Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. or any other manufacturer in the pipeline pig 

industry.  Lost Creek will withhold the six (6) month severance pay provided in your Agreement 

pending compliance with this request.   

In further effort to assure compliance with these post-employment requirements of you, Lost 

Creek has asked that you complete and sign the enclosed verification which confirms your 

representations that you do not have any information which could be considered confidential 

information belonging to Lost Creek.   

Know that Lost Creek must and will protect its legal interests. Failure to immediately cease your 

employment with Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. and provide the undersigned with satisfactory 

notice thereof will require the Company to take action to protect its legal interests. Such action 

will include the immediate imposition of suit against you to enforce the Agreement.  In addition 

to the actual damages caused by your breach of the Agreement, Lost Creek will seek recovery 

of its attorneys' fees, costs, and interest.  Please provide me with the requisite notice of 

termination of employment with Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. at your earliest convenience 

and evidence of your compliance with the request that you deliver your computers to our 

forensic examiner. 

      Very Truly Yours, 

 

 

      Lamar Street 
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VERIFICATION 

My name is Keith Austin Weird.  I have been employed with Lost Creek Engineering, LLC 

("Lost Creek") as Vice-president of Engineering and later Chief of Engineering since September 

1, 1997.  I have resigned from employment with Lost Creek effective August 31, 2012.  In 

connection with my resignation, I have been asked to represent and warrant that I am in 

compliance with certain agreements related to my employment.  Accordingly, I represent and 

warrant that:  

I am aware of my obligations under that certain agreement dated September 1, 1997 entitled 

Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete (the "Agreement") and agree to 

comply with my obligations under the Agreement to the fullest extent possible.  I understand and 

agree that confidential information and trade secrets includes all trade secrets, customer and 

vendor information, business practices, finances documents, blueprints, market data, other 

intellectual property relating to Lost Creek’s work in the Pipeline pig industry, including remote 

sensing pipeline repair devices.  I acknowledge that all information regarding remote sensing 

pipeline repair devices I have has been gained during my tenure with Lost Creek.  I have not 

removed any confidential information or trade secrets from Lost Creek at anytime during my 

employment.  If I have any confidential information or trade secrets in my possession in written 

or electronic form, I will return it to Lost Creek immediately and no later than Friday, December 

28, 2012. 

I have not transferred any confidential information or trade secrets to any third party prior to my 

departure from Lost Creek. I agree to provide any computer and all external drives or devices, 

including jump drives, in my possession or use at home or elsewhere to Lost Creek’s designated 

agent for forensic review on or before December 28, 2012 or at such time as Lost Creek directs 

for the purpose of verifying removal of all confidential information belonging to Lost Creek 

from such computer.  I further consent to allow Lost Creek’s designated agent to access and copy 

any personal e-mail or webmail account I have used for the last two (2) years. 

 

 

Date: __________________  _____________________________________ 

       Keith Austin Weird 
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TARRYTOWN, OLDE & RICH, L.L.P 
 

LAWYERS 

1313 Guadalupe 

Suite 1900 

Austin, Texas 78701 

Lamar Street (512)  555-6066 

         Partner 

December 21, 2012 

Montgomery Bonnell 

Chief Executive Officer 

Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. 

One Big Oil Boulevard        Via Hand Delivery 

Houston, TX 77041 

 

RE: Lost Creek Engineering, LLC. 

 

Dear Mr. Bonnell: 

 

We are counsel to Lost Creek Engineering, LLC ("Lost Creek"). We have been apprised of the 

fact that Keith Austin Weird has been offered employment with Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. 

or one of its affiliates ("Artemis").  Lost Creek has recently learned that Mr. Weird's 

employment may involve research and development of intelligent pipeline pigs and/or remote 

sensing repair tools. If so, Mr. Weird would be performing the same (if not identical) services 

for Artemis as he performed for Lost Creek.  We are writing, in part, to give you notice that Mr. 

Weird is subject to a prohibition from employment with a competitor of Lost Creek.  A copy of 

Mr. Weird's agreement with Lost Creek is enclosed for your review.  We are concerned that Mr. 

Weird's employment with Artemis may be in violation of the non-competition agreement and 

request your assistance in assuring his compliance with it.   

Lost Creek is further concerned with Mr. Weird's compliance with his agreement to protect 

confidential information belonging to Lost Creek.  It is possible that he possesses confidential 

information from Lost Creek' files and may inadvertently use such information in connection 

with his employment with Artemis.  Mr. Weird's entire knowledge regarding the intelligent 

pipeline pig industry has been gained during his employment with Lost Creek and we believe 

that, even with the best of intentions, it would be impossible for him to work in research and 

development regarding pipeline pigs without using Lost Creek's confidential information in 

violation of his agreement to protect it.  We therefore suggest to you that any employment of 
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Mr. Weird which is in violation of his non-compete agreement or work performed by Mr. Weird 

and which may cause him to disclose confidential information belonging to Lost Creeks could 

result in legal action on behalf of Lost Creek. We trust that Artemis will work with Lost Creek to 

assure that there are no violations of the agreements or of other laws.   

Please contact me if you have any questions.  

      Very Truly Yours, 

 

 

      Lamar Street 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

 

LOST CREEK ENGINEERING, L.L.C. 

 

V.  

 

KEITH AUSTIN WEIRD,  

and  

ARETEMIS ENERGY SOLUTIONS,  INC. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 

5:13-CV-00001 

 

JURY REQUESTED 

 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:  

COMES NOW, Lost Creek Engineering, L.L.C., hereinafter referred to as Plaintiff or “Lost Creek,” 

complaining of Keith Austin Weird and Artemis Energy Solutions,  Inc. (“Artemis”), hereinafter 

referred to as Defendants, and for cause of action would respectfully show unto the Court and 

jury as follows:  

 

I. PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff is a corporation with an office in Travis County, Texas, and which has authority to 

do business in the State of Texas.  

 

2. Defendant Keith Austin Weird has been served and answered.  

 

3. Defendant, Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc., (“Artemis”) is a foreign corporation doing 

business in Texas and has been served and answered.  

II. VENUE AND JURISDICTION 

4. This Court has federal question and supplemental jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331, 

1441, 1367 and 18 U.S.C. § 1030.  
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5. Venue is proper in the Western District of Texas because Weird resides in Travis County, 

Texas, and because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims 

plead below occurred in Travis County, Texas.  

III. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

6. Lost Creek Engineering is a manufacturer of specialized tools for the inspection, 

maintenance and repair of petroleum pipelines.  Sophisticated and sensitive in-line 

inspection (ILI) tools travel through the pipe and measure and record irregularities that may 

represent corrosion, cracks, laminations, deformations (dents, gouges, etc.), or other 

defects.  Lost Creek is a world leader in the design, development and sale of pipeline smart 

pigs, robots designed to pass through pipelines performing specialized tasks in highly 

challenging environments.  Lost Creek’s Arnold™ line of smart pigs employ proprietary 

state-of-the-art magnetic flux and ultrasonic sensing devices and high-definition imagery in 

ways that uniquely distinguish Lost Creek’s products in the marketplace.   

 

7. Typically, smart pigs are inserted into the pipeline at a location, such as a valve or pump 

station, that has a special configuration of pipes and valves where the tool can be loaded 

into a receiver, the receiver can be closed and sealed, and the flow of the pipeline product 

can be directed to launch the tool into the main line of the pipeline. A similar setup is 

located downstream, where the tool is directed out of the main line into a receiver, the tool 

is removed, and the recorded data retrieved for analysis and reporting. 

 

8. Lost Creek’s Arnold™ line of smart pigs represent the next generation of smart pig 

technology in that, as a result of Lost Creek’s extensive research, development and testing, 

Lost Creek’s smart pigs can autonomously analyze and repair defects encountered en route 

or can be remotely operated as repair and inspection “drones,” permitting technicians 

anywhere in the world to remotely operate robotic tools and perform tests or make repairs 

while the pig is in the pipe. 

 

9. The design and manufacturing of Lost Creek’s Arnold™ line of smart pigs is a time-

consuming and expensive process.  Lost Creek continually tests, researches and improves 

the components, materials, designs and manufacturing processes of its products.  It has 

taken years of field tests, experiments, research and development for Lost Creek to develop 

the unique product line it markets to customers. There are specific design characteristics of 

Lost Creek’s smart pigs that are not used by other smart pig manufacturers and are not 

found in the open market.   Such unique design characteristics include the following: (1) 
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Image recognition algorithms; (2) transverse flux inspection sensors algorithms; (3) 

compression and shear wave interpretation algorithms; and (4) design tolerance calculators. 

 

10. These unique design characteristics were discovered and innovated by Lost Creek’s 

engineers over the past thirty years through testing, research and experience. It is these 

design characteristics that differentiate Lost Creek’s smart pigs from other smart pigs on the 

market.  In addition, Lost Creek has designs on the drawing board that it has been studying, 

researching, testing and to develop.   One of these is the Project Porky line of next-

generation smart pigs. 

 

11. In order to design and manufacture its Arnold™ line of smart pigs for its customers, Lost 

Creek uses a series of Excel spreadsheet calculators ("Lost Creek’s' Calculators").  Lost 

Creek’s Calculators are composed of formulas and other information, such as tolerances, 

dimensions and geometry, discovered and used by Lost Creek to custom design their smart 

pigs.  The information and formulas in Lost Creek’s Calculators and algorithms derive from is 

the product of many years of experience, the labor of dozens of Lost Creek’s skilled 

employees, and millions of dollars invested by Lost Creek in research, testing, innovation 

and application.  A competitor in possession of Lost Creek’s Calculators or algorithms would 

have the ability to develop products and compete with Lost Creek without expending the 

time, energy, and resources that Lost Creek expended to develop its unique products. The 

information embedded in Lost Creek’s Calculators (e.g., specific formulas, dimensions, 

safety factors, tolerances, etc.) and algorithms is not known outside of the Lost Creek and 

provides a competitive advantage to Lost Creek in the marketplace. 

 

12. Lost Creek has taken great care to ensure that the custom design features of its products 

and manufacturing processes are kept confidential and remain a trade secret.  Lost Creek’s 

Calculators, algorithms and other details of Lost Creek’s custom features cannot be found in 

the open market and are not available to competitors to view or reverse engineer. Lost 

Creek’s Calculators and algorithms are only accessible to a limited number of Lost Creek 

employees and are protected from disclosure through the compulsory use of access cards, 

usernames and passwords required to access the information.  Furthermore, each Lost 

Creek employee that works with the calculators and algorithms is required to sign a 

confidentiality agreement protecting such information from disclosure.  As such, Lost 

Creek’s Calculators, algorithms and other unique design features constitute trade secrets of 

Lost Creek’s business. 

 

13. Weird executed and agreed to his Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to 

Compete (NDA/CNC) on September 1, 1997. Pursuant to the NDA/CNC, Weird agreed that 
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upon termination of his employment with Plaintiff that he would maintain the 

confidentiality of Plaintiff’s technology, trade secrets and proprietary and confidential 

information. Weird also agreed not to compete against Plaintiff for two years after such 

termination of employment with Plaintiff and to refrain from certain activities in 

competition against Plaintiff, such as providing the same or similar function with a 

competitor as they provided to Lost Creek.  

14. Defendant Keith Austin Weird was a long-time, trusted employee of Lost Creek.  Weird 

worked for Lost Creek as an engineer for over fifteen years in its offices in Austin, Travis 

County, Texas.  He was ultimately promoted to the position of Vice President of 

Engineering.  Weird had duties and obligations to protect Lost Creek’s trade secrets and 

other confidential proprietary information from disclosure. 

 

15. When he began employment with Lost Creek, Weird signed an NDA/CNC providing: 

"During the term of employment and without limitation thereafter, Keith Austin 

Weird hereby covenants and agrees to keep strictly confidential all knowledge 

to which he gains by virtue of his employment with Lost Creek. This includes all 

trade secrets, business practices, finances, documents, blueprints, market data, 

other intellectual property and other confidential information.  Keith Austin 

Weird agrees not to disclose the above mentioned confidential information, 

directly or indirectly to any other person, company or corporation, or use it for 

his own benefit.  Keith Austin Weird agrees that he will only use the confidential 

information as an employee of Lost Creek.   

All confidential or trade secret information relating to the business of Lost Creek 

which Keith Austin Weird shall develop, conceive, produce, construct or observe 

during his employment with Lost Creek shall remain the sole property of Lost 

Creek. 

Keith Austin Weird further agrees that upon termination of his employment, 

Keith Austin Weird will surrender and deliver to Lost Creek all confidential 

information, including but not limited to work papers, books, records, and data 

of every kind relating to or in connection with Lost Creek. 

Keith Austin Weird agrees, upon termination of employment with Lost Creek 

and for a period of two (2) years thereafter, Keith Austin weird will not directly 

or indirectly engage in any business or work for any business which is in direct 

competition with Lost Creek by manufacturing and/or selling pipeline pigs that 

resemble or imitate the pipeline pigs manufactured and sold by Lost Creek.  

Keith Austin Weird agrees that this paragraph prohibits him from accepting 
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employment on a worldwide basis with any pipeline pig manufacturer for the 

two (2) year period." 

16. During Weird's employment with Lost Creek, he worked with other Lost Creek engineers to 

develop the unique calculators, algorithms and design characteristics of Lost Creek’s smart 

pig products. As a Lost Creek employee, Weird was involved in the research, development, 

calculations, drawings, testing and design of Lost Creek’s products. Through his work for 

Lost Creek, Weird had knowledge of and access to research and designs, to the technical 

aspects of Lost Creek’s products and to the applications in which Lost Creek’s products 

function. 

 

17. On August 17, 2012, Weird received a written offer of employment by e-mail from 

Montgomery Bonnell, CEO of Artemis and a former employee of Lost Creek who hired and 

supervised Weird beginning in 1997.   

 

18. On August 17, 2012, Weird connected an external Western Digital My Passport hard drive 

to his Lost Creek laptop computer and downloaded almost thirty gigabytes of data 

comprising thousands of Lost Creek’s confidential business documents and trade secrets.  

Included among this material were the complete contents of Weird’s “Documents” folder 

holding dozens of Lost Creek’s Calculators, the algorithms and source code for Lost Creek’s 

Arnold™ line of smart pigs and highly-confidential information concerning the Project Porky 

line of next-generation smart pigs.  Also on August 17, 2012, Weird connected one or more 

USB thumb drives to his Lost Creek laptop. 

 

19. On August 20, 2012, Weird submitted his resignation letter to Lost Creek, effective August 

31.  In his resignation letter, Weird advised Lost Creek that he would be assuming a position 

with Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc. (“Artemis”) as Technology Director-Pipeline Products.  

At the time of his resignation, Weird advised Lost Creek that prior to his departure, he 

would "return any and all confidential material belonging to Lost Creek that is in [his] 

possession.   

 

20. Upon information and belief, CEO Montgomery Bonnell and other Artemis officers or 

employees induced Weird to misappropriate Lost Creek’s confidential information and 

trade secrets for use in Artemis’ business operations.  

 

21. Following. Weird’s departure, Lost Creek discovered that Weird transferred numerous 

emails containing confidential and trade secret information to his personal webmail 

account. 
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22. On August 31, 2012, Weird participated in an exit interview wherein he was instructed to 

return any confidential business or trade secret information.  Weird claimed he did not have 

any such information.  When asked to return his Lost Creek laptop computer, Weird stated 

that he had left it at his home and promised to return it at a later date.  Despite repeated 

requests that he do so, Weird has not returned his Lost Creek laptop.  Weird has further 

declined to permit inspection of his webmail and has failed to respond to a written demand 

that he make his personal and Artemis computers, phones, tablets and data storage devices 

available for forensic inspection.   

 

23. Since Weird’s departure, Artemis has hired three former Lost Creek engineering employees, 

Percy Pennybacker, Claudia Johnson and Barton Springs, who worked on development and 

testing of Lost Creek’s smart pig products.  

 

24. It is clear that Artemis targeted Lost Creek to poach its employees to start a smart pig 

division and begin manufacturing smart pigs in direct competition with Lost Creek.  Artemis 

CEO, Montgomery Bonnell, approached Weird and, on information and belief, other Lost 

Creek employees with offers of employment and inducements of bonuses. Since Artemis 

had no smart pig division nor a smart pig product, hiring Lost Creek engineers was the 

shortest route to market. 

 

25. On information and belief, Artemis began aggressively pursuing development of a smart pig 

product line approximately six months before Weird was hired, but encountered difficulties 

due to the complexity and expense of developing products that could compete with Lost 

Creek’s products.  Weird was hired by Artemis to gain access to Lost Creek’s calculators, 

algorithms and design documents as these would enable Artemis to develop competing 

products without created expending the time and resources required to develop competing 

products through research and testing. 

 

26. In February 2013, Artemis distributed a newsletter announcing that it would be expanding 

its product offerings to feature a new line of Elmer™ Autonomous Pipeline Smart Pigs.   

Weird was identified as leading the effort to bring the new products to market.  Prior to 

Weird’s employment with Artemis, Artemis did not manufacture or sell any type of smart 

pig products that competed with Lost Creek’s products. 

 

27. On information and belief, Artemis has contracted with existing clients of Lost Creek for the 

sale of smart pig products that imitate or resemble the Project Porky smart pigs currently 

being developed by Lost Creek.  Weird and Artemis have further applied for a patent on 

features of the design of the Elmer™ Autonomous Pipeline Smart Pig.  It is implausible that 
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Artemis, lacking experience in the design and manufacture of smart pig products could 

design, develop, manufacture, patent and sell such products in less than eighteen months 

without the calculators, algorithms and design documents developed by Lost Creek. 

 

IV. APPLICATION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

28. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein.  

 

29. Lost Creek requests a Permanent Injunction that Defendants, and each of their agents, 

servants, representatives, and all other persons or entities in active concert or participation 

with Defendants who receive actual notice of this Order by personal service or otherwise be 

and hereby are enjoined as follows:  

 

a. Defendants are restrained from violating the Non-Disclosure Agreement and 

Covenant Not to Compete entered into between Lost Creek and Weird or 

participating in the violation of said NDA/CNC; 

b. Defendants are ordered to return to Lost Creek, and to cease and desist from using, 

any Lost Creek proprietary documents, electronic files or other property, including 

but not limited to Lost Creek’s , calculators and algorithms or any Artemis document 

that uses Lost Creek’s information;  

c. Defendants are restrained from altering or deleting any electronic files on their 

personal or work computers, webmail accounts, online storage repositories 

(including social networking sites) and any other electronic storage devices;  

d. Defendants are restrained from inducing or attempting to induce, or from causing 

any person or other entity to induce or attempt to induce, any person who is an 

employee of Lost Creek to breach a contract with Lost Creek and to leave the 

employ of Lost Creek;  

e. Weird is restrained from the design, development, testing, manufacture, promotion 

lease or sale of any products that resemble or imitate the pipeline pigs 

manufactured and sold by Lost Creek or providing the same or similar functions for 

Artemis that he performed for Lost Creek until March 1, 2015; 

f. Defendants are ordered to cease and desist from leasing, selling, promoting, or 

otherwise commercially using the Elmer™ Autonomous Pipeline Smart Pig or any 

other tool designed or derived by using Lost Creek’s trade secrets or confidential 

information.  

 

30. Upon information and belief, Defendants used, misappropriated, and disclosed Lost Creek’s 

trade secrets and/or proprietary confidential information and continue to do so for the 

purposes of furthering Artemis’ business. Defendants have solicited and continue to solicit 
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Lost Creek’s customers.  It is believed that Defendants may continue to solicit Lost Creek’s 

employees to breach contracts with Lost Creek in order to work for Artemis. The evidence 

of Defendants’ breach of contract, tortious interference, unfair competition, and/or 

misappropriation of trade secret claims support this Court’s granting of its request for 

injunction. Lost Creek would similarly be entitled to the requested relief after a trial on the 

merits.  

31. If Lost Creek’s Application is not granted, harm is imminent because upon information and 

belief, Defendants are presently in possession of Lost Creek’s trade secrets, proprietary 

confidential information and/or have transmitted Lost Creek’s trade secrets, proprietary 

confidential Information to others to facilitate their use of that information for their own 

benefit. In addition, upon information and belief, Defendants have solicited and continue to 

solicit Lost Creek’s former, current, and/or prospective customers and its employees.  These 

actions are tortious and violate Weird’s fiduciary duties and/or contractual obligations to 

Lost Creek.  

 

32. The harm that will result if the Permanent Injunction is not issued is in part irreparable.  

Lost Creek cannot be fully compensated for all such harm. Money cannot fully compensate 

Lost Creek for the loss of its trade secrets and proprietary confidential information, which 

Lost Creek invests substantial time, money, and human capital resources to develop, and 

which gives Lost Creek a competitive advantage in the marketplace and which, if used, gives 

to Defendants a commercial advantage.  Lost Creek also cannot be fully compensated for 

the continued loss of its employees to Artemis.  Lost Creek cannot be fully compensated by 

the loss of its goodwill that will result from the loss of its trade secrets, proprietary 

confidential information, employees, and business opportunities. 

 

33. The injury Lost Creek faces outweighs the injury that would be sustained by the Defendants 

as a result of the injunctive relief. The injunctive relief sought would not adversely affect 

public policy or the public interest.  

 

34. Lost Creek is willing to post the necessary reasonable bond to facilitate the above injunctive 

relief requested. 

 

V. CAUSES OF ACTION 

Count 1 - Breaches of Trade Secret Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete 

35. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 
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36. The Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete executed and agreed to by 

Weird  precludes Weird from competing against Lost Creek for a period of two (2) years. 

The Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete executed by Weird also 

include Weird’s promises not to disclose or use Lost Creek’s confidential information and 

trade secrets.  

 

37. Weird’s Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete agreement is 

enforceable under Texas law.  Weird’s promises in the agreement were each made in 

exchange for Lost Creek’s promises to provide Weird with specialized knowledge and 

training, Lost Creek’s trade secrets, Lost Creek’s proprietary confidential information and 

Lost Creek’s goodwill.  Lost Creek fulfilled each of these promises with respect to Weird.  

Each of the covenants arise out of the trade secret agreement because the covenant is: (1) 

designed to protect Lost Creek’s trade secrets, Lost Creek’s confidential and proprietary 

information, Lost Creek’s goodwill, and the specialized training and knowledge Lost Creek 

provided to Weird; and (2) to enforce Weird’s promises regarding the same.  

 

38. Weird’s covenants not to compete have reasonable time, territory, and activity limitations. 

The covenants’ limitations do not impose greater restraint than necessary to protect Lost 

Creek’s business interests; and Lost Creek does not seek to enforce the covenants in any 

unreasonable manner or to any unreasonable extent.  

 

39. Upon information and belief, Weird violated his Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant 

Not to Compete by divulging, disclosing, and using trade secrets and/or proprietary 

confidential information as discussed above.  

 

40. The above breaches are material.  As a natural, probable, and foreseeable consequence and 

proximate cause of Weird’s actions, Lost Creek has suffered and continues to suffer 

damages for which Weird and Artemis are liable. Lost Creek seeks to recover all special, 

general, consequential, actual, and exemplary damages allowed by law as well as attorney 

fees, court costs, prejudgment, and post-judgment interest.  Lost Creek has or will suffer 

damages to its business in the form of lost profits, loss of customers, loss of future business 

opportunities, loss of the exclusive right to use Lost Creek’s trade secrets, and loss of 

goodwill.  Lost Creek seeks to recover lost profits from contracts that were awarded to 

Artemis as a result of Weird’s breaches of contract. In order to fully develop its lost profit 

claims, Lost Creek must examine Artemis’ documents to determine the value of the jobs 

Artemis obtained.  In the alternative, and in the event that Lost Creek’s lost profits are 

unascertainable, Lost Creek seeks unjust enrichment damages.  

Count 2 – Unfair Competition by Misappropriation 
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41. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

 

42. An employee's employment relationship with his or her employer gives rise to a duty that 

forbids an employee from using his employer's trade secrets or any other confidential or 

proprietary information of the employer acquired during the employment relationship in 

competition with the employer or in any other manner adverse to the employer.  This 

common law duty survives the termination of employment.   

 

43. As alleged above, Defendant Weird has engaged in unfair competition through his knowing 

and intentional breaches of these common-law duties.  Plaintiffs have been damaged in an 

amount that exceeds the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court and are entitled to a 

permanent injunction as requested. 

Count 3 – Tortious Conversion 

 

44. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein.   

 

45. As alleged above, Plaintiff owned trade secrets and other confidential and proprietary 

information. Defendants assumed and exercised dominion and control over Plaintiffs trade 

secrets and other confidential information in an unlawful and unauthorized manner.  

Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount that exceeds the minimum jurisdictional limits of 

this Court.  

 

Count 4 - Common Law Misappropriation of Trade Secrets 

 

46. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

 

47. Lost Creek has suffered and continues to suffer damages that are a natural, probable, and 

foreseeable consequence and proximate cause of Defendants’ use and disclosure of Lost 

Creek’s trade secrets and confidential information. Lost Creek seeks to recover all special, 

general, consequential, actual, and exemplary damages allowed by law as well as attorney 

fees, court costs, prejudgment interest, and post-judgment interest. In particular, Lost 

Creek seeks damages based on the value of misappropriated trade secrets when they were 

misappropriated; the diminution in the value of Lost Creek’s trade secrets to Lost Creek as a 

result of the misappropriation and disclosure by Defendants; the lost profits Lost Creek has 

suffered as a result of Defendants’ misappropriation, the disgorgement of Defendants’ 

profits associated with the use of Lost Creek’s trade secrets, a reasonable royalty which 

Defendants would have been willing to pay and Lost Creek would have been willing to 

accept for the use of Lost Creek’s trade secrets; and Defendants’ “unjust enrichment” 
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resulting from the misappropriation of Lost Creek’s trade secrets.  Unjust enrichment 

includes the following: (1) Defendants’ profits resulting from the use of the trade secrets; 

(2) Defendants’ profits on sales made possible by product development which was 

accelerated by the misappropriation of the trade secrets; and/or (3) avoided development 

costs resulting from the misappropriation.  

 

48. In addition to these damages, Lost Creek seeks permanent injunctive relief to prevent all 

such imminent and irreparable harm in the future. 

 

Count 5 - Tortious Interference with Lost Creek’s Employment Contracts 

 

49. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

 

50. Lost Creek had valid contracts with the aforementioned employees, including but not 

limited to its Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete agreements and/or 

at will employment agreements.  Artemis and its agents, including Montgomery Bonnell, 

knew or had reason to know of the above contracts, specifically the Non-Disclosure 

Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete, because Bonnell obtained the agreement from 

Weird when Weird was hired and while Bonnell was an employee of Lost Creek.  Further, 

Bonnell executed essentially the same agreement with Lost Creek when he was employed 

by Lost Creek.  Artemis and its agents willfully and intentionally interfered with the 

contracts.  Artemis and its agents induced the former employees to quit Lost Creek and join 

Artemis.  Artemis offered them increased compensation and/or other benefits.  The former 

employees perform or performed the same duties for Artemis they did for Lost Creek. 

These former employees are violating or have violated their covenants not to compete.  

Upon information and belief, the former Lost Creek employees have used and continue to 

use Lost Creek’s confidential information and trade secrets in their employment with 

Artemis. 

Count 6 – Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

51. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

 

52. Weird and Bonnell, agents of Artemis and former employees of Lost Creek, each owed Lost 

Creek a fiduciary duty.  This fiduciary duty survives termination of employment with Lost 

Creek.  This fiduciary duty includes, among other things, a duty not to: (1) misappropriate 

Lost Creek’s trade secrets and confidential information; (2) solicit the departure of other 

Lost Creek employees while working for Lost Creek; or (3) form a competing enterprise.  
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53. Upon information and belief, Weird, Bonnell and agents of Artemis breached their 

respective fiduciary duties to their benefit by appropriating Lost Creek’s trade secrets and 

confidential information and soliciting or obtaining the departure of other Lost Creek 

employees. Further, weird breached his fiduciary duty to Lost Creek by fostering a 

competing enterprise while employed with Lost Creek. 

 

Count 7 – Civil Conspiracy 

54. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

 

55. Defendants have secretly and intentionally conspired, agreed, and endeavored to interfere 

with Lost Creek’s prospective business relationships and contracts and employee contracts, 

deprive Lost Creek of business goodwill, and damage Lost Creek’s reputation. This 

conspiracy has proximately caused Lost Creek to suffer damages.   

 

56. Defendants, agreed to interfere with Lost Creek’s prospective contracts with Lost Creek’s 

customers and Lost Creek’s contracts with its employees. Defendants knew that this 

interference would result in harm to Lost Creek. Lost Creek has suffered, and continues to 

suffer, damages that are proximately caused by Defendants’ conspiracy to interfere with 

Lost Creek’s contracts with its current, former, and prospective customers and employees.  

Lost Creek seeks to recover all special, general, consequential, actual, and exemplary 

damages allowed by law as well as court costs, prejudgment interest, and postjudgment 

interest. Lost Creek has or will suffer an amount of damages to its business in the form of 

lost profits, loss of customers, loss of future business opportunities, loss of the exclusive 

right to use its trade secrets, and loss of goodwill. 

 

Count 9 - The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act - 18 U.S.C. § 1030 

 

57. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

 

58. Lost Creek’s computers are used in interstate commerce, thus Lost Creek’s computers are 

protected computers pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1030 (e)(2)(B).   

 

59. Weird knowingly and with intent to defraud, accessed and used the computer(s) assigned 

by Lost Creek, without authorization or in a manner exceeding any authorization he may 

claim that he had.  By means of such conduct, Weird furthered the intended fraud.  
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60. Lost Creek believes that, in August 2012 and on other occasions, weird used Lost Creek’s 

computer to misappropriate, use, and share Lost Creek’s trade secrets and proprietary 

confidential information without authorization.  

 

61. Because of Weird’s actions, Lost Creek suffered losses in excess of $5,000, including costs 

related to a computer forensic preservation and analysis of Weird’s Lost Creek issued laptop 

and iPhone. 

 

VI. ATTORNEY FEES AND INTEREST 

 

62. Pursuant to TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE Sections 38.001, et seq., 18 U.S.C. §1030, 

common law, and the contracts with Defendants, Plaintiff is entitled to an award of its 

reasonable and necessary attorney fees with respect to Defendants for this cause and any 

appeals 

 

VII. EXEMPLARY DAMAGES 

63. The conduct of Defendants, as alleged above, including tortious interference with employee 

contracts, tortious interference with prospective business relationships and contracts, 

misappropriation and disclosure of trade secrets, and civil conspiracy, was aggravated by 

the kind of willfulness, wantonness and malice for which the law allows for the imposition 

of exemplary damages. Moreover, Defendants’ wrongdoing was committed knowingly and 

with a conscious indifference to Lost Creek’s rights. Defendants acted with intent to harm 

Lost Creek and their misconduct and tortious interference was intentional, willful, wanton 

and without justification or excuse. Therefore, Lost Creek seeks to recover exemplary 

damages from Defendants in an amount to be determined by the Court.  

VIII. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

64. All conditions precedent to an outcome favorable to the party represented by the 

undersigned in this action have been performed, have occurred or have been waived.  

 

IX. PRAYER 

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff prays for the following relief:  

a) A permanent injunction for the relief requested above;  
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b) Upon final trial, judgment against Defendants, jointly and severally, for full permanent 

injunctive relief as requested herein, and, for the full amount of the Plaintiff’s damages, 

special, general, consequential, actual, and exemplary;  

c) Assignment of Defendants' Provisional Patent Application and/or Patent on the Elmer™ 

Autonomous Pipeline Smart Pig; 

d) Prejudgment interest;  

e) Post judgment interest;  

f) Plaintiff’s reasonable and necessary attorney fees in prosecuting its claims through trial 

and, if necessary appeal;  

g) All costs of suit; and  

h) Such other and further relief, at law or in equity, to which Plaintiff may show itself justly 

entitled.  

       Respectfully submitted,  

       Massive International Law Firm, LLP 

 

       By: _________________________ 

        Ben Dover 

        TSB No. 00003723 

        1 Congress Ave., Suite 20000   

        Austin, Texas Austin 78701  

        Tel: (512) 555-1234    

        bdover@milf.com 

        LEAD ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 

Of Counsel 

Lamar Street 

Tarrytown, Olde & Rich, Attorneys 

1313 Guadalupe, Suite 1900 

Austin, Texas 78701 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that a true copy of the foregoing has been served on all attorneys of record and 

persons pro se in this cause, by electronic service, electronic mail, facsimile and/or certified 

/S/ 
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mail, return receipt requested, by depositing same, postpaid, in an official depository under the 

care and custody of the United States Postal Service on March 15, 2013.  

 //s//  

Ben Dover 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

 

LOST CREEK ENGINEERING, L.L.C. 

 

V.  

 

KEITH AUSTIN WEIRD,  

and  

ARETEMIS ENERGY SOLUTIONS,  INC. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 

5:13-CV-00001 

 

JURY REQUESTED 

 

FIRST AMENDED ANSWER OF KEITH AUSTIN WEIRD 

AND ARTEMIS ENERGY SOLUTIONS, INC. 

 

Defendants Keith Austin Weird and Artemis Energy Solutions, Inc., file this Amended Answer 

in response to the Amended Complaint and Application for Injunctive Relief filed by Plaintiff, 

Lost Creek Engineering, Inc. ("Lost Creek"). 

 

I. FIRST AMENDED ANSWER 

 

1. Defendants are not required to admit or deny the allegations of Paragraph 1. 

2. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 2. 

3. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 3 

4. Paragraph 4 is a statement of jurisdiction which Defendants are not required to admit or 

deny. 

5. Paragraph 5 is a statement of venue which Defendants are not required to admit or deny. 

6. Upon information and belief, Defendants admit the allegations of Paragraph 6. 

7. Upon information and belief, Defendants admit the allegations of Paragraph 7. 

8. With regard to Paragraph 8, Defendants deny the allegation that Lost Creek’s Arnold™ line 

of smart pigs represent the next generation of smart pig technology.   Defendants admits all 

other allegations in Paragraph 8. 
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9. With regard to paragraph 9, Defendants deny that Lost Creek’s Image recognition 

algorithms, transverse flux inspection sensors algorithms, compression and shear wave 

interpretation algorithms or design tolerance calculators are not found in the open market and 

are not used by other smart pig manufacturers.  Defendants content that all or part of these 

algorithms and calculators are derived from open sources and/or were not developed by Lost 

Creek.   Defendants admit all other allegations in Paragraph 9. 

10. Defendants deny all allegations in Paragraph 10. 

11. Defendants deny that the information embedded in Lost Creek’s Calculators (e.g., specific 

formulas, dimensions, safety factors, tolerances, etc.) and algorithms is not known outside of 

the Lost Creek and provides a competitive advantage to Lost Creek in the marketplace. 

Defendants do not have sufficient information to either admit or deny the other allegations in 

Paragraph 11. 

12. Defendants deny that Lost Creek has taken great care to ensure that the custom design 

features of its products and manufacturing processes are kept confidential and remain a trade 

secret.  Defendants deny that Lost Creek’s Calculators, algorithms and other details of Lost 

Creek’s custom features cannot be found in the open market and are not available to 

competitors to view or reverse engineer.  Defendants admit all other allegations in Paragraph 

12. 

13. With regard to Paragraph 13, Defendants admit that Weird executed a Non-Disclosure 

Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete on September 1, 1997 after being ordered to do so 

by Lost Creek.  Defendants admit that Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to 

Compete is an industry-wide, unenforceable restraint of trade that purports to forbid Weird 

from competing directly or indirectly with Lost Creek for a period of two years, without 

territorial restriction.  Defendants do not have sufficient information to either admit or deny 

any other allegations in Paragraph 13. 

14. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 14. 

15. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 15. 

16. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 16. 

17. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 17. 

18. Defendants deny that Weird downloaded almost thirty gigabytes of data comprising 

thousands of Lost Creek’s confidential business documents and trade secrets.  Defendant 
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admits that he may have sought to back up certain iTunes music he personally purchased as 

well as family photographs.  Defendants contend that any business documents copies by 

Weird were either copied inadvertently or were copied for the purpose of completing work 

for Lost Creek’s sole and exclusive benefit.  Defendants do not have sufficient information to 

either admit or deny any other allegations in Paragraph 18. 

19. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 19. 

20. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 20. 

21. Defendants do not have sufficient information to either admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 21.  Defendants admit that over the course of 15 years of employment, Weird may 

have used his personal e-mail for his former employer’s benefit. 

22. Defendants deny that there have been repeated requests made for the return of Weird’s Lost 

Creek laptop or that Weird has declined (or failed to respond to) requests for inspection.  

Many of the devices and sources described hold confidential personal and privileged 

information and communications.  Defendants admit that Weird participated in an exit 

interview. 

23. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 23. 

24. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 24. 

25. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 25. 

26. Defendants deny that prior to Weird’s employment with Artemis, Artemis did not 

manufacture or sell any type of smart pig products that competed with Lost Creek’s products.  

Defendants admit all other allegations of Paragraph 26. 

27. Defendants admit Artemis has applied for a patent on unique and innovative design features 

of certain of its intelligent pipeline pig products.  Defendants deny all other allegations of 

Paragraph 27 

28. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-27. 

29. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 29. 

30. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 30. 

31. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 31. 

32. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 32. 

33. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 33. 
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34. Defendants do not have sufficient information to either admit or deny any allegations in 

Paragraph 34. 

35. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-34. 

36. Defendants admit the allegations of paragraph 36. 

37. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 37. 

38. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 38. 

39. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 39. 

40. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 40. 

41. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-40. 

42. Defendants do not have sufficient information to either admit or deny any allegations in 

Paragraph 42. 

43. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 43. 

44. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-43. 

45. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 45. 

46. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-45. 

47. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 47. 

48. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 48. 

49. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-48. 

50. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 50. 

51. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-50. 

52. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 52. 

53. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 53. 

54. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-53. 

55. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 55. 

56. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 56. 

57. Defendants incorporate their prior responses to Paragraphs 1-56. 

58. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 58. 

59. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 59. 

60. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 60. 

61. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 61. 

62. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 62. 
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63. Defendants deny all allegations of paragraph 63. 

 

II. AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM. 

64. Defendants affirmatively assert that Lost Creek’s claims are barred, in whole or in 

part, because Lost Creek has failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 

 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: WAIVER. 

65. Defendants affirmativel asserts that Lost Creek’s claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver. 

 

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: ESTOPPEL. 

66. Defendants affirmatively assert that Lost Creek’s claims are barred by the doctrine of 

estoppel. 

 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: INJUNCTIVE RELIEF IS UNECESSARY. 

67. Defendants affirmatively assert that Lost Creek's claims are barred, in whole or in part, 

because injunctive relief is unnecessary as pled. 

 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: JUSTIFICATION. 

68. Defendants affirmatively asserts that Lost Creeks claims are barred because of the doctrine of 

justification. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: PRIVILEGE. 

69. Defendants affirmatively assert that Lost Creek's claims are barred, in whole or in part, 

because of the doctrine of privilege. 

 

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE:  

PREEMPTION OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AWARD. 

70. Defendants  affirmatively assert that Lost Creek’s claims for attorney's fees are barred, in 

whole or in part, because such claims are preempted by the Texas Covenant not to Compete 

Act. TEX. Bus. & COM. CODE ANN. § 15.51 and § 15.52. 

 

III. ATTORNEY'S FEES 

71. The primary purpose of the "agreement" to which Lost Creek claims the Non-Disclosure 

Agreement and Covenant Not to Compete was ancillary to, was to obligate Weird to render 

personal services.  Plaintiff knew that the Non-Disclosure Agreement and Covenant Not to 

Compete did not contain limitations as to time, geographical area, and scope of activity to be 

restrained that were reasonable and the limitations imposed a greater restraint than necessary 

to protect the goodwill or other business interest of Plaintiff. 
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72. Plaintiff is also seeking to enforce the covenant to a greater extent than is necessary to protect 

Plaintiffs goodwill or other business interest. Therefore, Pursuant to Section 15.51 of the 

Texas Business and Commerce Code, Defendants seek to recover reasonable attorney's fees 

and costs as are equitable and just. 

 

73. Additionally, Defendants seek to recover reasonable attorney's fees and costs pursuant to 

Section 134.005 of the Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code. 

 

     Respectfully Submitted, 

     Bevo  Orange  Tower, P.C. 

      

 

 

     By: _______________________________ 

      “Tex” S. Tower 

      Federal ID No. 123456 

      State Bar No. 010101010 

      2300 Inner Campus Drive 

      Austin, Texas 78713 

      TEL: (512) 555-3377 

 

      ATTORNEY IN CHARGE FOR 

      DEFENDANTS KEITH AUSTIN WEIRD AND  

      ARTEMIS ENERGY SOLUTIONS, INC. 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing was 

served pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on this the 18th day of March, 2013, to: 

 

Ben Dover 

1 Congress Ave., Suite 20000  

Austin, Texas Austin 78701  

 

 

      _______________________________ 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

 

LOST CREEK ENGINEERING, L.L.C. 

 

V.  

 

KEITH AUSTIN WEIRD,  

and  

ARETEMIS ENERGY SOLUTIONS,  INC. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 

5:13-CV-00001 

 

JURY REQUESTED 

AGREED TEMPORARY INJUNCTION 

 

Pursuant to the agreement of the parties, Lost Creek Engineering, L.L.C., (“Lost Creek”) 

and Keith Austin Weird (“Weird”) and Artemis Energy Solutions,  Inc. (“Artemis” and 

collectively “Defendants”), it is hereby 

ORDERED that Defendants Weird and Artemis and their agents, servants, employees, 

representatives and all persons, firms, corporations or other entities acting in concert or 

participation with them who receive actual notice of this Order by service or otherwise, 

are hereby ENJOINED as follows: 

1. If he has any, Weird shall not use, copy, sell, destroy, alter or disclose any 

tangible or physical originals or copies of any Lost Creek information in any form 

(including electronic, hard copy or otherwise) that Weird obtained during his 

employment for Lost Creek, including but not limited to, data; records; test 

results; calculators; algorithms; methods; procedures; files; drawings; designs; 

specifications; calculations; product components; manufacturing specifications 

and procedures; engineering reports; project plans; models; proposals; 

memoranda; mechanical processes; field reports; photos; diagnostics; 

tolerances; geometry and/or dimensions of all Lost Creek products (including but 

not limited to pipeline pigs and telemetry) (the “Lost Creek Information”). 

 

2. If it has any, Artemis shall preserve and not destroy, alter, sell or transfer any 

Lost Creek Information. 
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3. Defendant Weird shall preserve and not alter or destroy any information or data 

on any personal/home computer, laptop, external hard drive, “thumb” or “jump” 

drive, online storage repository or other electronic device to which any Lost 

Creek Information was transferred or copied; and 

 

4. Artemis will not design, create drawings, develop or attempt to manufacture or 

sell any intelligent pipeline pig that competes with Lost Creek’s Arnold line of 

intelligent pipeline pigs unless Artemis provides at least 30 days written notice to 

Lost Creek’s counsel below, by certified mail, return receipt requested, of its 

intent to do so. 

It is further ORDERED that nothing in this agreement or Order shall preclude 

Defendants from possessing, using, copying, selling or disclosing any Lost Creek 

information if it is (1) otherwise available in the public domain, (2) possessed or being 

used by other competitors of Lost Creek in the industry, (3) not information that Lost 

Creek can lawfully protect and prevent others from using, or (4) otherwise in the lawful 

possession of Artemis. 

It is further ORDERED that this Temporary Injunction shall remain in effect until a final 

judgment is entered or until further order of this Court. 

It is further ORDERED that this order shall be effective upon the filing of a bond in 

conformity with the law, or cash deposit in lieu thereof, in the amount of $25,000.00. 

      SIGNED THIS ______ day of April, 2013 

 

        __________/S/________________ 

        Judge Presiding 

AGREED: 

Plaintiff Lost Creek 

 

By: __________________________________ 

  Ben Dover 

 

Defendants Weird and Artemis 

 

By:  ______________________________ 

  Tex S. Tower  
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 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

 

LOST CREEK ENGINEERING, L.L.C. 

 

V.  

 

KEITH AUSTIN WEIRD,  

and  

ARETEMIS ENERGY SOLUTIONS,  INC. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 

5:13-CV-00001 

 

 

 

[PROPOSED] AGREED PROTECTIVE ORDER 

 

  Lost Creek Engineering, LLC (“Plaintiff”) and Keith Austin Weird and Artemis Energy 

Solutions, Inc. (“Defendants”) (collectively, the Plaintiff and Defendants will be referred to as 

“Parties”) agree to the entry of this Agreed Protective Order (“Order”), as indicated by the signatures 

of counsel of record below.  

 1.  This Order shall remain in effect for the duration of the above-captioned litigation 

(the “Lawsuit”), and shall continue thereafter without limitation, unless otherwise terminated or 

modified by the Court or agreed by all of the Parties.  

 2.  The purpose of this Order is to protect against the unnecessary disclosure of allegedly 

personal, confidential, and proprietary information. Materials and information protected by this 

Order consist of any information of any type, kind, or character designated as “CONFIDENTIAL” in 

the manner specified in this Order by the party supplying such information in response to any 
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discovery request, whether interrogatory, request for production, deposition, or otherwise (the 

“Protected Information”).  

 3.  “Disclosure” or “to disclose” shall mean to divulge, reveal, describe, summarize, 

paraphrase, quote, transmit, or otherwise provide or communicate to any person or entity the 

Protected Information, whether pursuant to request, interrogatory, process or otherwise, and whether 

in accordance with the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, or otherwise, unless required by order of the 

Court or by order of another court.  

 4.  The Protected Information designated “CONFIDENTIAL” shall not be disclosed in 

any manner, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity, except to those persons described below (a 

“Qualified Person for Confidential Information”):  

a.  attorneys for the Parties;  

b.  clerks, paralegals, secretaries, and all other persons in the employ of counsel 

for the Parties;  

c.  designated expert witnesses, consulting experts or other professional 

consultants who have been retained by counsel for the Parties who have a 

need to know the Protected Information in order to assist counsel in the 

Lawsuit, including preparation for the trial or any hearing in the Lawsuit;  

d.  non-technical trial consultants and graphics or design firms retained by 

attorneys for the Parties for the purpose of preparing demonstrative or other 

exhibits in the Lawsuit, including their supporting personnel;  

e.  the individual Parties;  

f. third parties who know about the Confidential Information; 

g.  the Court, its personnel, and jury members; and 

h.  any court reporter and/or videographer whose services are utilized in 

connection with a deposition or hearing with regard to the Lawsuit.  

i.  any other person who subsequently is designated either by: (i) agreement of 

the Parties; or (ii) by order of the Court.  

 

 5.  Disclosure may be made only after those to whom the disclosure will be made 

consent that they will be bound by this Order. With respect to disclosure to those persons described 

in paragraph 4(c), 4(d), and 4(g) above, such persons shall state their consent in writing (in the form 

of an acknowledgement attached as Exhibit “A”) to be bound by the terms of this Order. Nothing in 
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this Order shall restrict, prohibit, or prevent a party from using or disclosing its own Protected 

Information.  

 6.  Documents produced and exhibits used by a party shall be designated by such party 

as Protected Information by marking each page of each such document: “CONFIDENTIAL.” A party 

shall have no obligation to mark any document as “CONFIDENTIAL” until such time as the 

requesting party requests the production of such document. Once a document is requested for 

production and subject to and without waiving all other objections concerning the production of the 

requested document, the producing party shall have the time allowed under the Texas Rules of Civil 

Procedure for production of such document to designate the document as “CONFIDENTIAL” and 

provide the requesting party with an appropriately marked copy. All copies of Protected Information 

marked “CONFIDENTIAL” shall again be marked “CONFIDENTIAL” if the duplication process by 

which copies of such Protected Information are made does not reproduce the original 

“CONFIDENTIAL” designation. Any summaries of Protected Information shall be marked 

“CONFIDENTIAL” and shall be treated as Protected Information. When documents, testimony, or 

other information is sought in the discovery in this suit from a person (including any business entity) 

who is not a party to this suit, and such person reasonably believes that the information sought is 

Protected Information, that person who is not a party to this suit may designate such information as 

“CONFIDENTIAL.” Because significant discovery has already taken place, each party may 

subsequently designate documents or information already produced as “CONFIDENTIAL.”  

 7.  Information disclosed at depositions in this case may be designated by such party as 

Protected Information by indicating on the record at the deposition that the testimony contains 

Protected Information and is subject to the provisions of this Order. Such party may also designate 

information disclosed at such deposition as Protected Information by notifying the attorney-in-charge 

for all Parties, in writing, within 30 days of receipt of the transcript which contains Protected 

Information. Each party shall attach a copy of such written statement or statements to the face of the 
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transcript and each copy in its possession, custody, or control. All depositions shall be treated in their 

entirety as Protected Information designated as “CONFIDENTIAL” for a period of 30 days after 

receipt of the transcript.  

 8.  Nothing in this Order shall limit the right of the Parties to use the Protected 

Information for pleadings, memoranda, briefs, exhibits, or other documents which may be prepared 

in connection with this Lawsuit, provided that such Protected Information shall be submitted to the 

Court for in camera review and/or under seal.  

 9.  This Order does not limit the right of the Parties to object to the scope of discovery or 

to any particular discovery request in the Lawsuit. Specifically, nothing in this Order shall be deemed 

a waiver by the parties of:  

a.  any applicable privilege under the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, or 

otherwise; or  

 

b.  any right to object to the production of information or documents on the 

ground that the sensitivity of the information or documents outweighs the 

relevance and need for the information or documents in the Lawsuit.  

 

 10.  The Parties, their attorneys, experts, consultants, and all other persons to whom the 

Protected Information is disclosed, agree that the Protected Information shall only be used for 

purposes of the Lawsuit and shall not be used for any other purpose. Nothing in this Order shall 

prevent disclosure beyond the terms of this Order if the Parties or the party designating the 

information as Protected Information consents to such disclosure, or if the Court, after notice to all 

affected parties, orders such disclosure.  

 11.  Where transcribed depositions (including exhibits), expert witness reports, or other 

similar discovery contain, discuss, or incorporate Protected Information, the portions of the 

deposition or other report or discovery in which the Protected Information is discussed, shall not be 

disclosed except as provided in this Order, unless otherwise agreed by the Parties. Without violating 
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paragraph 4, Counsel may use the Protected Information at trial, or at any deposition taken in this 

lawsuit, or at any hearing before the Court, if such disclosure is made to the Court for in camera 

review and/or under seal.  

 12.  During the course of any trial or hearing in this matter, any Protected Information 

may be offered into evidence and, if determined by the Court to be admissible as evidence, may be 

admitted as a trial exhibit or hearing exhibit, if such disclosure is made for in camera review and/or 

under seal. In the event that any Protected Information is used in any proceeding in the Lawsuit, 

including a trial, hearings or deposition, it shall not lose its status as Protected Information under 

this Order through such use. 

 13.  The authorization contained in this Order to designate any information as 

“CONFIDENTIAL” is intended solely to facilitate the settlement, discovery, preparation for trial, 

and trial of this Lawsuit, and such designation shall not be construed in any way as an admission or 

agreement by any party that such information constitutes or contains confidential or trade secret 

information as a matter of law. This Order shall not abrogate or diminish any contractual, statutory, 

or other legal privilege or protection of a party or person with respect to any confidential or trade 

secret information.  

 14.  The Parties shall not be obligated to challenge the propriety of a designation as 

Protected Information at the time made, and a failure to do so shall not preclude a subsequent 

challenge. In the event that any party objects at any stage of these proceedings to the designation 

by an opposing party of any information as Protected Information, that party shall so notify 

opposing counsel in writing, providing a description of the Protected Information which the 

objecting party believes should be freed from the constraints of this Order, and requesting evidence 

supporting the privilege or designation. The objecting party shall serve copies of such notice to 
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counsel for all other Parties, if any. The designating party shall respond within 15 days after receipt 

of such notice by either withdrawing the designation or filing a motion for protective order with the 

Court. The designating party shall bear the burden of justifying confidential treatment of the 

disputed Protected Information. If the designating party timely files a motion for protective order 

within the applicable 15 day period, the protection afforded by this Order shall continue until a 

decision on the motion is made by the Court. If no motion for protection is made within the 15 day 

period, the protection afforded by this Order shall terminate as to the material described in the 

objecting party's notice given pursuant to this paragraph. If material is first designated as Protected 

Information, but the designation is later removed from such material by court ruling or by 

agreement, the confidential stamp or marking may be removed from such information, and the 

information must be treated according to its revised classification.  

 15.  Within one-hundred twenty (120) days after the final determination of this action, 

including all appeals, whether by final judgment, settlement, or otherwise, the Parties shall assemble 

and make available to each other all Protected Information, including all copies, excerpts, analyses, 

or summaries thereof. In the event that counsel possesses attorney work-product containing or 

referencing the Protected Information, such attorney work-product shall remain subject to the 

restrictions set forth in paragraph four or in the alternative may be destroyed. The Parties, their 

attorneys, experts, consultants, and all other persons to whom the Protected Information is disclosed, 

agree that all communications and documents in their possession, custody or control, and marked 

“CONFIDENTIAL” will be returned to the Party that originally produced the Protected Information, 

within a reasonable time, but in no event greater than 120 days after the final determination of this 

action, including all appeals, whether by final judgment, settlement, or otherwise.  
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 16.  The inadvertent or unintentional disclosure of Protected Information, regardless of 

whether the information was so designated at the time of disclosure, shall not be deemed a waiver, in 

whole or in part, of the designating party's claim of confidentiality, either as to the specific 

information disclosed or as to any other information relating to the same or related subject matter. 

Such inadvertent or unintentional disclosure may be rectified by notifying, in writing, counsel for all 

parties to whom the information was disclosed that the information is “CONFIDENTIAL.” Such 

notification shall constitute a designation of the information as Protected Information. However, no 

party shall have any liability for any unintentional disclosure of such information that occurred 

before notification that the material is to be designated as Protected Information.  

 17.  The terms of this Order are without prejudice to the right of the Parties to apply to the 

Court to alter or amend the terms of this Order upon a showing of good cause.  

 SIGNED this ____ day of _______________, 2013.  

 

       ____________________________________ 

       JUDGE PRESIDING 

 

 

[Signatures of counsel, if agreed] 
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AGREED:  

EXHIBIT “A” 

 

AGREEMENT TO BE BOUND BY AGREED PROTECTIVE ORDER 
 

 I, , of , in order to be provided access to information designated as “CONFIDENTIAL” under 

the Agreed Protective Order entered by the Court in the above-referenced proceeding, Cause No. 

5:13-CV-00001 (“the Lawsuit”), represent and agree as follows:  

 

 1.  I have been provided with a copy of the Agreed Protective Order entered by the Court 

in the Lawsuit and have reviewed and am familiar with its terms.  

 2.  With regard to any and all Confidential Information to which I am given access in 

connection with the Lawsuit, I agree to be bound by the provisions of the Agreed Protective Order.  

 3.  I agree that I shall not disclose to others, except in accordance with the Agreed 

Protective Order, including without limitation all notes, memoranda, or writing regarding 

information contained in the Protected Information or derived from the Protected Information and 

that such Protected Information shall be used solely for the purposes of the Lawsuit  

 4.  I consent to the exercise of jurisdiction over me by the Court with respect to 

enforcement of the Agreed Protective Order.  

 5.  I further agree and understand that my obligation to honor the confidentiality of the 

Protected Information will continue even after the termination of these legal proceedings. I further 

agree and understand that, in the event that I fail to abide by the terms of the Agreed Protective 

Order, I may be subject to sanctions, including sanctions for contempt.  

 

 

Dated: _____________________, 2013   _________________________________ 

       (Signature) 

 

 

 


